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What is grammar? Grammar refers to the structural rules that govern the formation of words,
phrases, and clauses in a language. Grammar encompasses morphology and syntax. 'A Form-
Function Description of the Grammar of the Modern English Language' is a descriptive
grammar that strives to provide an objective description of English as used without value
judgements. This grammar book approaches the description of English morphology and syntax
through two frameworks: the Form-Function Method and Construction Grammar.The Form-
Function Method of grammar is based on four principal tenets:(1) Languages contain a finite
number of grammatical forms.(2) Languages contain a finite number of grammatical functions.
(3) Grammatical forms perform one or more grammatical functions.(4) Grammatical functions
can be performed by one or more grammatical forms.The Construction Grammar framework
approaches language as consisting of grammatical constructions that form the basic units of
language. Construction Grammar analyzes language as expressed, positing no underlying
form.Written for students between the ages of 12 and 14 in seventh and eighth grade of junior
high, this grammar begins by describing the grammatical forms possible in English. The word
classes in English are nouns, pronouns, adjectives, determiners, verbs, adverbs, prepositions,
postpositions, p-words, conjunctions, adverbializers, relativizers, complementizers, and
interjections. The phrases in English are noun phrases, adjective phrases, determiner phrases,
verb phrases, adverb phrases, prepositional phrases, and postpositional phrases. The clauses
in English are independent clauses, adjective clauses, noun clauses, and adverb clauses. This
grammar also describes the grammatical functions that words, phrases, and clauses can
perform.The glossary provides an alphabetical list of the definitions of the bold terms
throughout the textbook. The appendices offer quick references on English forms and
functions, strong verbs, adjective phrase complements, prepositional verbs, catenative verbs,
and phrasal verbs.All images have alt text descriptions.A Form-Function Description of the
Grammar of the Modern English Language was formerly published as A Form-Function
Description of the Grammar of the Modern English Language for Junior High. The content is
identical. Only the title changed to reflect the inclusion of the textbook/workbook in the A Form-
Function English Grammar series. A Form-Function Description of the Grammar of the Modern
English Language contains the seventh and eighth works in the series.
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Form-Function English GrammarINTRODUCTIONWhat is grammar? The popular notion
defines grammar as actual or presumed prescriptive rules about the correct use of a language.
Such a definition is limited in scope. Linguists define grammar1 as the structural rules that
govern the formation of words, phrases, and clauses in a language. Grammar consists of
morphology and syntax. Morphology2 is the study of the structure of morphemes in a
language, or the study of words and parts of words. Syntax3 is the study of the structure of
phrases, clauses, and sentences in a language, or the study of word order. Morphosyntax is
the relationship between morphology and syntax. Grammar is not a list of prescriptive rules
such as "never split an infinitive" and "never end a sentence with a preposition," both of which
are grammatical in the English language.Linguistics is the scientific study of natural human
language. Grammar is the study of the set of structural rules governing the composition of
words, phrases, and clauses in any given natural language. Grammar also refers to the set of
structural rules in a language. A grammar is also a text that describes the grammar of a
particular language. Grammarians are linguists who study the morphology and syntax of
words, phrases, clauses, sentences, and other utterances of a language.Linguists study
natural language (natural human language, ordinary language). A natural language is a
language that has developed naturally in humans through use without conscious planning or
premeditation. Natural languages occur in different forms such as speech and signing. Natural
languages contrast with constructed languages. A constructed language (artificial language,
planned language, invented language, fictional language) is a language consciously created by
an individual or group. Esperanto and Klingon are examples of constructed languages.English
is a Germanic language. Germanic languages are Indo-European languages spoken as first



languages by approximately 515 million people worldwide. The Indo-European language family
consists of about 445 living languages. A living language (modern language) is a language
currently in use. A dead language (extinct language) is a language that no longer has first
language speakers. The Germanic language family is further divided into three branches: West
Germanic, North Germanic, and East Germanic. English is more specifically a West Germanic
language. Other West Germanic languages include German, Dutch, Afrikaans, Yiddish,
Frisian, and Scots. Frisian and Scots are the closest living language relatives to English.Indo-
European languages originated in Europe and Western Asia including the Indian subcontinent.
Proto-Indo-European is the hypothesized common ancestor of all the Indo-European
languages. No attested evidence exists for a Proto-Indo-European Language. Linguists have
recreated the proto-language by comparing historical and modern Indo-European languages.In
addition to Germanic languages, other modern Indo-European languages include Albanian,
Armenian, Balto-Slavic, Celtic, Greek, Indo-Iranian, and Romance languages. Modern
Romance languages include Catalan, French, Galician, Italian, Portuguese, and Spanish.
Although English has borrowed heavily from languages such as Old French, Latin, and Greek,
English is not a Romance language. English is a Germanic language in basic vocabulary
(especially function words) and grammar.The following language family tree illustrates the
evolution of English and other Indo-European languages over time through solid lines and the
influences of non-Germanic languages through dotted lines:Many Englishes exist around the
world including, but not limited to, American English, Australian English, African American
Language (African American English, African American Vernacular English, Black English),
British English, Canadian English, Caribbean English, Indian English, Irish English, New
Zealand English, Scottish English, South African English, and Welsh English. Major Englishes
are further classified into smaller subcategories. Some American Englishes include Inland
Northern American English, Mid-Atlantic American English, Midland American English, North-
Central American English, Southern American English, and Western American English, among
others. This grammar focuses primarily on American English but makes note of other
Englishes when applicable.Varieties of a language are sometimes referred to as dialects. A
dialect is a regional or social variety of a language distinguished from another dialect through
pronunciation, grammar, and/or vocabulary. However, the distinction between language and
dialect is blurry at best. Where does one dialect end and another begin? When does a dialect
become a language? As sociolinguist Max Weinreich quipped, "A language is a dialect with an
army and navy." The distinction between language and dialect is arbitrary, with social and
political overtones. This grammar refers to English in the broad sense of language and various
Englishes as varieties of the larger English language.A number of languages worldwide have
also developed from English. A pidgin language (pidgin) is a grammatically simplified language
with a limited lexicon that develops between two or more groups without a common language,
often for the purpose of trade. Pidgins are not first languages of any users but are learned as
second languages. A creole language (creole) is a natural language that develops from the
simplification and synthesis of two or more languages. Creoles are spoken as first languages
and often develop from pidgins. Some English-based creoles include Antiguan Creole (Antigua
and Barbuda), Gullah/Geechee (United States), Hawaiian Creole (United States), Jamaican
Patois (Jamaica), Krio (Sierra Leone), Singlish (Singapore), Sranan Tongo (Suriname), and
Tok Pisin (Papua New Guinea), among others.The Middle English creole hypothesis surmises
that Middle English developed as a creole between Old English and Norman French during the
Norman Conquest of 1066. Evidence for creolization comes from the extreme reduction of
inflected forms from Old English to Middle English. For example, noun declensions and verb



conjugations were simplified. Historically strong verbs became weak verbs. Syntax became
more fixed. English has also borrowed extensively from other languages. Many words and
morphemes in Modern English came from Latin and Greek, often through Norman French.
However, the large number of strong (irregular) verbs is evidence against creolization.
Simplification of the verb system is a feature of pidgins and creoles.Language is arbitrary.
Arbitrary means random rather than systematic. The arbitrariness of language refers to the
quality of language as developing through randomness over time and through use. Language
consists of signifiers that represent the signified. But the signifier is not the signified. A signifier
is a form such as a sound, morpheme, word, phrase, or clause. The signified is that to which a
signifier refers. A form does not have an innate or natural relationship with its meaning. English
uses the words books and dogs. If books possessed "bookness" and dogs possessed
"dogness," German would not use the words Bücher and Hunde and Spanish could not use
the words libros and perros to refer to books and dogs.Language is arbitrary because of the
lack of a natural relationship between the signifier (language form) and the signified (referent).
Words and other forms have meaning only as parts of a system, with each form deriving
meaning solely from its difference from the other forms in the system. Language forms are
arbitrary rather than iconic. The road sign that consists of a person holding a book, a sign that
refers to a library, is iconic. An icon bears a relationship with that which the icon represents.
The pictorial representation of a person holding a book bears a direct relationship with an
actual person holding a book, an action that can occur in a library. The English word library,
German word Bibliothek, and Spanish word biblioteca bear no inherent relationship with the
place that houses books and other information. German Bibliothek and Spanish biblioteca
share an etymological relationship. Both developed from Latin and ultimately Ancient
Greek.Because language is arbitrary, language is not a code. A code is a system for
representing information, often with signs or signals rather than natural language. A code is not
arbitrary. The symbols of a code (signifier) share an inherent relationship with that which the
symbols represent (signified). Codes do not develop randomly over time and from use. Code
makers systematically create codes. Language is arbitrary, so language is not a code.Because
language is arbitrary, all languages are linguistically equal. Some language varieties are
considered more socially prestigious for non-linguistic reasons. This grammar considers all
Englishes linguistically equal and makes note of the requirement of prescribed forms in specific
registers such as formal academic writing.Prescriptive linguistics (prescriptive grammar) is an
attempt to impose rules about the preferred or "correct" use of language rather than a
description of the actual use of language. A prescription is "what to do" such as "use whom
only as the object of a sentence." A proscription is "what not to do" such as "never use a
double negative." Prescriptivism often includes judgments about socially proper and politically
correct language use and may include implicit or explicit racist, classist, and sexist
connotations. Linguistic prescription is a step in language standardization, which is the process
of establishing and maintaining conventional forms of a language. No one speaks a standard
language. Standard language is a hypothetical construct. Some linguists use the term idealized
language instead of standard language.Descriptive linguistics (descriptive grammar) contrasts
with prescriptive linguistics, striving to describe a language as used without value judgements.
Linguistics aims to provide an objective description of a language.Linguistics also
encompasses other major subfields of study. Phonetics is the study of human speech sounds.
Phonology is the study of the organization and use of human speech sounds in a language.
Lexicology is the study of words including the relations between words. Semantics is the study
of meaning in a language. Pragmatics is the study of language from the point of view of



language users. Orthography is the study of the set of conventions for a written language
including spelling and punctuation. Etymology is the study of the history of a linguistic form
such as a morpheme or word.English is an analytic language. An analytic language is a
language that uses "helping" words and word order to convey relationships and meaning
between words. Common helping words include auxiliary verbs, p-words, prepositions, and
adverbs. Analytic languages contrast with synthetic languages. A synthetic language is a
language that uses inflection to express grammatical relations. Inflection is a change in the
form of a word with affixes to express a grammatical function or attribute such as tense, mood,
person, number, case, and gender. No language is purely analytic or purely synthetic. English
uses some inflections such as plural noun suffixes, third person singular and simple past verb
suffixes, and comparative and superlative adjective and adverb suffixes. On the analytic-
synthetic continuum, English falls closer to analytic than synthetic.Periphrasis means that a
phrase of two or more words expresses a grammatical relationship that could otherwise be
expressed through the inflection of a single word. Because word order and helping words
primarily convey relationships and meaning in English, many English forms are periphrastic.
For example, the future (futurity) can be expressed with the modal verb will followed by a main
verb as in You will learn. Most English verb forms are periphrastic. Comparative and superlative
adjectives and adverbs can also use periphrasis. For example, the comparative form of
beautiful is more beautiful. The superlative form of quickly is most quickly. Rather than affixing
an -er or -est suffix to the adjective or adverb, the adverbs more and most form a phrase that
expresses the comparative or superlative.This grammar uses the Form-Function Method to
describe the morphology and syntax of the English language. The Form-Function Method of
grammar is based on four principal tenets: Languages contain a finite number of grammatical
forms.Languages contain a finite number of grammatical functions.Grammatical forms perform
one or more grammatical functions.Grammatical functions can be performed by one or more
grammatical forms.Notional grammars define grammatical form as "what a word, phrase, or
clause looks like" and grammatical function as "what a word, phrase, or clause does." Linguists
define grammatical form as the internal structure of words, phrases, and clauses. Grammatical
function is the syntactic relationships between constituents in a phrase, clause, or sentence or
the syntactic role played by a word, phrase, or clause in the context of another phrase, clause,
or sentence. Linguists use the term word class to describe a category of words with similar
grammatical forms and functions. Noun, pronoun, adjective, determiner, verb, adverb,
preposition, p-word, conjunction, and interjection are examples of English word classes.
Traditional grammars use the term part of speech for word class. Synonyms for grammatical
function include syntactic function, grammatical relation, and grammatical role.1The word
grammar comes from Old French gramaire, which developed from Latin grammatica and
ultimately from Greek grammatike and gramma meaning "letter." The Latin and Greek words
had much broader senses including "(magic) incantation, spells, mumbo-jumbo." The "magic"
sense evolved in Scottish into the word glamour, originally denoting "magic,
enchantment."2The term morphology comes from the bases <morph> denoting "shape" and
<loge> denoting "study": <Morph + o + Loge + y>. Morphology is the study of the structure
("shape") of language.3The term syntax comes from the prefix <syn> denoting "together" and
the base <tax> denoting "arrange": <syn + Tax>. Syntax involves the arrangement of words
together to form phrases and clauses.0.1 Form-Function Diagram AbbreviationsA grammar
tree, grammar diagram, sentence diagram, syntax tree, or syntax diagram is a pictorial
representation of the grammatical structure of a construction. A tree diagram illustrates
grammatical form. An underlining diagram illustrates grammatical function. A form-function



diagram combines a tree diagram and an underlining diagram to create a picture of both
grammatical form and grammatical function. Form-function diagrams are visualizations of the
layers of language.Punctuation marks are not required in tree, underlining, or form-function
diagrams.Tree diagrams, underlining diagrams, and form-function diagrams are read vertically
(top-to-bottom or bottom-to-top), not horizontally (left to right).A tree diagram uses vertical
branches above a construction to identify the grammatical forms of words, phrases, and
clauses. Grammatical form is "what a word, phrase, or clause looks like." For example:An
underlining diagram uses horizontal lines below a construction to identify the grammatical
functions of words, phrases, and clauses. Grammatical function is "what a word, phrase, or
clause does." For example:A form-function diagram uses both vertical branches above a
construction to identify grammatical forms and horizontal lines below a construction to identify
grammatical functions. For example:The triangle convention is a tree diagram technique that
allows for the undifferentiation of the internal structure of a grammatical form such as a phrase
or clause. For example:This grammar uses the following abbreviations in diagrams:AdA:
adjunct adverbialAdj: adjectiveAdjC: adjective clause/relative clauseAdjP: adjective
phraseAdjPComp: adjective phrase complementAdjPH: adjective phrase headAdjPMod:
adjective phrase modifierAdv: adverbAdvC: adverb clauseAdvP: adverb phraseAdvPComp:
adverb phrase complementAdvPH: adverb phrase headAdvPMod: adverb phrase
modifierAdvz: adverbializerApp: appositiveArt: articleC: clauseComp: complementizerConA:
conjunct adverbialConj: conjunctionCoord: coordinatorCor: correlatorDemDet: demonstrative
determinerDemPron: demonstrative pronounDet: determinerDetm: determinativeDetP:
determiner phraseDetPMod: determiner phrase modifierDisA: disjunct adverbialDO: direct
objectH: headHab: habitualIntDet: interrogative determinerI: interjectionIM: infinitive
markerInter: interjectorIO: indirect objectM: modalN: nounNC: noun clauseNCMod: noun clause
modifierNP: noun phraseNPComp: noun phrase complementNPH: noun phrase headNPMod:
noun phrase modifierNum: numeralOC: object complementOp: operatorP: phrasePart:
particlePass: passivePer: perfectPossDet: possessive determinerPossIntDet: possessive
interrogative determinerPost: postpositionPostComp: postpositional complementPostP:
postpositional phrasePostPMod: postpositional phrase modifierPP: prepositional
phrasePPMod: prepositional phrase modifierPred: predicatePrep: prepositionPrepComp:
prepositional complementPRO: null pronounProg: progressivePron: pronounPSub: postponed
subjectPW: p-wordRel: relativizerRem: remote past markerQ: quantifierS: sentenceSub:
subjectSubComp: subject complementSubord: subordinatorV: verbVoc: vocativeVP: verb
phraseVPComp: verb phrase complementVPH: verb phrase headVPMod: verb phrase
modifierThis grammar also uses many form-function diagrams to visually illustrate the
grammatical structure of the English language.Nominal functions refer to the grammatical
functions prototypically performed by nouns: subject, subject complement, direct object, object
complement, indirect object, prepositional complement, postpositional complement, and
appositive.Adjectival functions refer to the grammatical function prototypically performed by
adjectives: noun phrase modifier.Adverbial functions refer to grammatical functions
prototypically performed by adverbs: adjective phrase modifier, adverb phrase modifier, verb
phrase modifier, adjunct adverbial, disjunct adverbial, and conjunct adverbial.0.1.1 A Note on
Diagram AlignmentThis grammar aligns form labels at the top of branches and function labels
medially between underlines. Tree diagrams, underlining diagrams, and form-function diagrams
are read vertically (top-down or bottom-up), never horizontally. Label alignment is a personal
preference. The following form-function diagrams are identical except for the alignment of the
form and function labels. All four are possible depending on the alignment preference of the



diagrammer.0.2 Grammatical FormsThe first tenet of the Form-Function Method is that
languages contain a finite number of grammatical forms. Grammatical form is "what a word,
phrase, or clause looks like." Grammatical forms include words, phrases, and
clauses.Language is like an onion. Just as onions have layers, so too does language have
layers. Words consist of morphemes. Phrases consist of words. Clauses consist of phrases.
Sentences consist of clauses.A phoneme is a distinct or contrastive sound that distinguishes
one word from another in a specific language. The initial sounds in the minimal pair bat and pat
indicate that /b/ and /p/ are phonemes in English.A grapheme is the smallest meaningful
contrastive unit in a writing system. A grapheme in written English is one, two, or three letters
that spell a sound. A digraph consists of two letters. A trigraph consists of three letters.A
morpheme is the smallest meaningful linguistic unit of a language. Bases, prefixes, suffixes,
and connecting vowels are morphemes in English. A morpheme is a word part. Every word
consists of at least one morpheme. The <cat> in cats is a base. The <est> in pinkest is a suffix.
The <pre> in preheat is a prefix. The <o> in helicopter is a connecting vowel. A free base is a
morpheme that can stand on its own as a word. The word sign consists of the free base
<sign>. A bound base must attach to another morpheme to create a word. The <mit> in words
like emit, permit, and transmit is a bound base. The <mit> is a base that cannot be a word on
its own. Every word has a base or is a base.Linguists do not agree on the definition of the term
word. This grammar defines a word as the smallest unit of phonemes in spoken language or
graphemes in written language with meaning when uttered in isolation. Examples of words
include a, I, read, reader, reading, rereading, and antidisestablishmentarianism.A phrase is a
word or group of words that functions as a single constituent unit within a clause. Examples of
phrases include reading the book and the very hungry caterpillar.A constituent is a word or a
group of words that functions as a single unit within a hierarchical structure. Both the
determiner the and the noun rainbow are constituents of the noun phrase the rainbow. A
constituent structure rule (phrase structure rule) is a description of the possible forms that can
create a phrase or a clause.A head (phrase head) is the word that functions as the nucleus of
a phrase and that determines the syntactic category of the phrase. The noun sun functions as
the head of the noun phrase the bright yellow sun.A clause is a grammatical form that contains
a subject and a predicate. Clauses are the smallest grammatical unit that can express a
complete proposition. The simple sentence strawberries are red consists of a single
independent clause. The complex sentence the flooding finally stopped when the rain let up
contains the independent clause the flooding finally stopped and the adverb clause when the
rain let up.According to constituent structure rules, a phrase consists of at least one noun/
pronoun, adjective, adverb, verb, or preposition/postposition. �A lexical word must be a
constituent of a phrase of the same class. Nouns and pronouns form noun phrases. Adjectives
form adjective phrases. Adverbs form adverb phrases. Verbs form verb phrases. Prepositions
form prepositional phrases. Postpositions form postpositional phrases.A clause consists of at
least one phrase. A single noun/pronoun, adjective, adverb, verb, or preposition/postposition
cannot form a clause without a phrase between the word and the clause.A proposition is the
meaning of an utterance that remains constant despite changes in elements such as
grammatical voice and sentence purpose. Both the boy broke the window and the window was
broken by the boy express the same proposition.An utterance is a complete unit of speech or
text. An utterance may consist of a single word as in yes or multiple clauses as in the very
hungry little girl who lives in the house down the street visits my house every morning after
breakfast to ask for some fresh vegetables from my garden, and I, the good neighbor that I am,
always oblige her with some cherry tomatoes or a small bowl of lettuce.(See APPENDIX:



ENGLISH FORMS AND FUNCTIONS for definitions of the words, phrases, and clause in
English.)0.3 Construction GrammarIn addition to the Form-Function Method, this book
approaches grammar through a Construction Grammar framework. Construction Grammar
approaches language as consisting of grammatical constructions that form the basic units of
language. Constructions are "form-meaning correspondences." Constructions "carry meaning,
independent of the words in the sentence." Structures have meaning independent of lexical
items.Furthermore, a distinct construction exists if "one or more of its properties are not strictly
predictable from knowledge of other constructions existing in the grammar." In other words,
constructions are "units of grammar which are larger than words, which are meaningful, and
whose meaning is not regularly predictable from their parts."In contrast to syntactic or lexical
approaches, constructional approaches assume no strict division between the lexicon
(meaning) and the grammar (form). Instead, the basic assumption of constructional
approaches to language assumes that "languages are structured out of conventionalized form-
meaning pairings at all levels of grammatical description: morphemes, words, idioms, phrasal
constructions." Constructions are learned units of form and function.Construction Grammar is
not transformational, never positing deep structures or underlying semantic forms. Construction
Grammar instead approaches language from a usage-based perspective that focuses on the
dynamic processes that shape and change language. Constructions also acknowledge that
units of language often extend over multiple words.A single-unit construction is a form that
exhibits partial productivity or nonproductivity, unit-like and non-unit-like syntactic behavior, and
syntactic and semantic irregularities. Single-unit constructions arise from a syntactic-semantic
approach that views forms as form-meaning correspondence. Phrasal verbs and multiple
modals are examples of single-unit constructions.0.4 Chapter SummaryLinguistics is the
scientific study of natural human language.Grammar is the structural rules that govern the
formation of words, phrases, and clauses in a language. Grammar consists of morphology and
syntax. Morphology is the study of words and parts of words. Syntax is the study of word
order.English is a West Germanic language. English is a natural language and a living
language.English is not a single uniform language but rather a family of related varieties. A
variety is a regional or social variation of a language distinguished from another variation
through pronunciation, grammar, and/or vocabulary. The distinction between language and
variety is arbitrary, with social and political overtones.Language is arbitrary. The signifier is not
the signified.All languages and varieties are linguistically equal. Some language varieties are
considered more socially prestigious for non-linguistic reasons.Prescriptive linguistics is an
attempt to impose rules about the preferred or "correct" use of language rather than a
description of the actual use of language. Descriptive linguistics contrasts with prescriptive
linguistics, striving to describe a language as used without value judgements.English is an
analytic language. English uses some inflections but relies heavily on "helping" words and word
order to convey relationships and meaning between words. Periphrasis means that a phrase of
two or more words expresses a grammatical relationship that could otherwise be expressed
through the inflection of a single word.The Form-Function Method is a framework for describing
grammar based on four principal tenets: (1) Languages contain a finite number of grammatical
forms, (2) languages contain a finite number of grammatical functions, (3) grammatical forms
perform one or more grammatical functions, and (4) grammatical functions can be performed
by one or more grammatical forms.Grammatical form is "what a word, phrase, or clause looks
like" or the internal structure of words, phrases, and clauses.Grammatical function is "what a
word, phrase, or clause does" or the syntactic relationships between constituents in a phrase,
clause, or sentence or the syntactic role played by a word, phrase, or clause in the context of



another phrase, clause, or sentence.A word class refers to a category of words with similar
grammatical forms and functions.A grammar diagram is a pictorial representation of the
grammatical structure of a construction. A tree diagram illustrates grammatical form. An
underlining diagram illustrates grammatical function. A form-function diagram combines a tree
diagram and an underlining diagram to create a picture of both grammatical form and
grammatical function.The Construction Grammar framework approaches language as
consisting of grammatical constructions that form the basic units of language. Constructions
are "form-meaning correspondences" that "carry meaning, independent of the words in the
sentence." Because constructions are learned units of form and function, structures have
meaning independent of lexical items. Construction Grammar is not transformational, never
assuming deep structures or underlying semantic forms. Construction Grammar analyzes
language as expressed, positing no underlying form.A word is the smallest unit of phonemes in
spoken language or graphemes in written language with meaning when uttered or written in
isolation.A phrase is a word or group of words that functions as a single constituent unit within
a clause. Examples of phrases include reading the book and the very hungry caterpillar.A
constituent is a word or a group of words that functions as a single unit within a hierarchical
structure.A head is the word that functions as the nucleus of a phrase and that determines the
syntactic category of the phrase.A clause is a grammatical form that contains a subject and a
predicate. Clauses are the smallest grammatical unit that can express a complete
proposition.A proposition is the meaning of an utterance that remains constant despite
changes in elements such as grammatical voice and sentence purpose.An utterance is a
complete unit of speech or text.0.5 A Note on Notation< >: less-than and greater-than signs
(single guillemots) denote a graphemes, or written formbold: indicates terms defined in the
glossarycapitalization: refer to another section for more informationitalics: denote linguistic
examples in the text[ ]: square brackets represent a phone, or exact phonetic pronunciation/ /:
slashes represent a phoneme*: an asterisk before an example denotes an ungrammatical or
unattested form?: a question mark before an example denotes a possible but questionable
formCHAPTER 1: NOUNS, DETERMINERS, AND NOUN PHRASES1.1 NounsNotional
grammars define the noun (N) as a word that names a person, place, thing, or idea. English
nouns are open class words, meaning new nouns are added to the language readily and
constantly. English nouns are also lexical class words, meaning nouns express discernable
lexical meanings. For example, the noun television was first attested in 1907, long after the
beginning of the Modern English period in the fifteenth century. The noun smartphone did not
appear in print until 1995, blog in 1999, and vlog in the first few years of the twenty-first
century. New nouns are created every day while old nouns fall out of use.The internal
structures that distinguish nouns from other grammatical forms are number and
possession.1.1.1 NumberGrammatical number is a grammatical category that expresses count
distinctions. Other number categories are attested in other languages, but English has only two
numbers: singular and plural. Singular means "one." Plural means "not one." Prototypical
English nouns have both singular and plural forms. For example:SingularPluralabacusabacuses
beaverbeaverschildchildrenfopdoodlefopdoodlesliquidliquidsmonstermonsterspersonpeoplepine
conepineconestoothteethwomanwomenSingular nouns are unmarked. Plural nouns are
predominantly marked. Markedness refers to the state in which one form is more distinctly
identified (marked) in comparison to another (unmarked) form.The more common definition of
plural as "more than one" is incomplete. Plural forms most often refer to more than one, usually
more than one noun. English also uses the plural to refer to fractional, zero, and negative
quantities. For example:1 degree2 degreesa few degrees0 degreesa degree70 degreesmany



degrees-10 degreesThe numeral 1 and indefinite article a are singular, denoting the noun
degree as singular. The noun degree is also unmarked, which in English also denotes a
singular. The numerals 2 and 70 and determiners a few and many are plural, indicating more
than one degree, which require the use of the marked degrees. However, the problem with the
definition of plural as "more than one" arises with the phrases 0 degrees and -10 degrees. The
numerals 0 and -10 indicate "less than one," but the noun that follows is the marked plural
degrees. Defining plural as "more than one" is clearly incomplete because English uses the
plural to indicate values less than one as well as more than one. Thus, a more accurate
definition of plural is "more than one and less than one," or, more simply, "not one."Many
grammars use the terms regular noun and irregular noun to sort nouns into two categories.
Regular nouns are predictable, taking an -s or -es suffix to form the plural. The majority of
nouns in Modern English are regular. This grammar uses the term strong plural noun instead of
regular noun. The term strong plural noun comes from the strong noun paradigm of Old
English in which strong masculine nouns took an -as suffix in the nominative plural.Irregular
nouns are unpredictable, following other rules to form the plural. The modifiers irregular and
unpredictable imply that such nouns are contrary to a rule. However, the English plural noun
system is rule-based. This grammar thus uses the terms weak plural noun, mutated plural
noun, zero inflection plural noun, borrowed plural noun, and irregular plural noun instead of
irregular noun. 1.1.1.1 Strong Plural NounsThe strong plural noun suffix is pronounced
differently depending on the final sound of the noun. For nouns that end in sibilant [s], [z], [(5ÒÀ
[t6�ƒ], or [d6�’], the plural suffix is pronounced as [M—¥Òà Final voiceless sounds take the voiceless [s],
and final voiced sounds take the voiced [z].To form the plural of most strong plural nouns, affix
the suffix -s to the end of the noun. For example:SingularPluraladjectiveadjectiveschickenchicke
nscoffeecoffeesdaughterdaughterslinguistlinguistsfopdoodlefopdoodlesmimosamimosaspronou
npronounstablettabletszephyrzephyrsFor strong plural nouns that end in a written <s>, <z>,
<x>, <ch>, or <sh> and [s], [z], [(5ÒÀ [t6�ƒ], or [d6�’], sound, affix the -es suffix to the end of the noun.
More simply, the -es suffix adds a syllable to a word that ends in a sibilant. For example:Singula
rPluralalbatrossalbatrossesbushbushescoachcoachesequinoxequinoxesglassglasseshexhexesl
unchlunchesmatchmatchesostrichostricheswaltzwaltzesHowever, for strong plural nouns that
end in a written <iz>, double the <z> and affix the -es suffix to the end of the noun. The -es
suffix again adds a syllable to a word. For example: SingularPluralbizbizzesquizquizzesschnozs
chnozzesspazspazzestiztizzeswhizwhizzeswizwizzesFor strong plural nouns that end in a
written <ch> and [k] sound, affix the -s suffix. For example: SingularPluralepochepochseunuch
eunuchshemistichhemistichslochlochsmachmachsmonarchmonarchsoligarcholigarchspatriarch
patriarchsstomachstomachstechtechsFor strong plural nouns spelled with a penultimate
consonant and final <y> (the grapheme <y> and not a digraph that contains <y>), change the
<y> to an <i> and affix the -es suffix. For example: SingularPluralbutterflybutterfliescandycandi
esfairyfairiesidentityidentitieslibrarylibrariesmysterymysteriespartypartiesskyskiestheorytheories
wallabywallabiesSome nouns have different bases in the singular and plural. For some nouns
spelled with a final <f> or <fe> in the singular, the base of the plural is spelled with a final <ve>.
Then the -s suffix affixes to the plural base. For example: SingularPluralcalfcalve +
scalveselfelve + selveshalfhalve + shalvesknifeknive + sknivesleafleave + sleaveslifelive +
slivesloafloave + sloavesselfselve + sselvesshelfshelve + sshelvesthiefthieve +
sthieveswifewive + swiveswolfwolve + swolvesUnderstanding these plural forms requires
delving into Old English phonology, specifically the knowledge of Old English allophones.
Allophones are a set of speech sounds that represent a single phoneme. For example, in
Modern English, the alveolar flap ['åÐ is an allophone of /t/ and /d/. Both [m%·BYl] and [m%²~%–ÅÐ



possible pronunciations of metal, and both [m%¶BYl] and [m%²~%–ÅÐ are possible pronunciations of medal.
The ['åÐ is an allophone, which is why metal and medal can be homophonic. Is [m%²~%–À m%²~%–ÅÐ a
made of metal (metal medal) or metal for medals (medal metal)?In Old English, the fricative /f/
had the voiced allophone [v] between vowels or voiced consonants. For example, the
nominative plural of þeof meaning "thief" was þeofas. In the singular, the <f> spelled [f]. In the
plural, the /f/ occurred between two vowels and thus spelled [v]. As Old English developed into
Middle English, þeof developed into thef, and [v] stopped being an allophone of /f/. The singular
form was thus spelled thef and the plural theves. The spelling changed to reflect the
pronunciation.However, some strong plural nouns spelled with a final <f> have two acceptable
forms. For example:SingularPluraldwarfdwarfs/dwarveshandkerchiefhandkerchiefs/
handkerchieveshoofhoofs/hoovesroofroofs/roovesscarfscarfs/scarvesstaffstaffs/
staveswharfwharfs/wharvesAdditionally, for other strong plural nouns spelled with a final <f>
including nouns spelled with a final <ff>, affix only the -s suffix to form the plural. For example: S
ingularPluralbeliefbeliefschiefchiefscliffcliffsgulfgulfshandcuffhandcuffsmastiffmastiffsmuffmuffsr
eefreefssafesafessheriffsheriffsFor strong plural nouns spelled with a penultimate vowel and
final <o>, affix the -s suffix. For example: SingularPluralcacaocacaosduoduosimbroglioimbroglio
spatiopatiospistachiopistachiosradicchioradicchiosradioradiosstereostereosstudiostudiosvideovi
deosFor strong plural nouns of foreign origin including most musical terms that end with an
<o>, also affix the -s suffix. For example: SingularPluralaltoaltosdiscodiscosjudojudoskimonoki
monospianopianossolosolossumosumossopranosopranostacotacosvinovinosFor most strong
plural nouns spelled with a penultimate consonant and final <o>, affix the -es suffix. For exampl
e: SingularPluralechoechoesfungofungoesheroheroesjingojingoespotatopotatoesschmoschmoe
stomatotomatoesvetovetoesHowever, some strong plural nouns spelled with a penultimate
consonant and final <o>, affix either the -s or the -es suffix. The use of both plural forms
indicates the form is in flux. For example: SingularPluralavocadoavocados/
avocadoesbuffalobuffalos/buffaloescargocargos/cargoesdesperadodesperados/
desperadoesghettoghettos/ghettoeshalohalos/haloeshobohobos/hoboesmosquitomosquitos/
mosquitoestornadotornados/tornadoeszerozeros/zeroes1.1.1.2 Weak Plural NounsWeak plural
nouns are nouns that take an -en suffix to form the plural (and may also include other
changes). The term comes from the weak noun paradigm of Old English in which weak
masculine nouns took an -an suffix in the accusative, dative, and genitive. For
example:SingularPluralaurochsaurochsen (archaic)beebeen (archaic)boxboxencowkine
(archaic, double plural)eyeeyen (archaic)hosehosen (archaic)househousen
(archaic)kneekneen (archaic)oxoxenshoeshoon (archaic)treetreen
(archaic)childchildrenbrotherbrethren (archaic)The -en plural suffix is not productive in Modern
English. Of the listed forms, only oxen and children are considered standard plural forms. The
form oxes is another attested plural of ox and could replace the historical plural oxen. Boxen
dates from the 1990s as a humorous nonstandard form of box "computer" used in hacker
subculture.Both children and brethren experience additional changes from the singular child
and brother. Modern children is a double plural. Cild was the nominative form of the word in
both the singular and plural. The plural form cildru (genitive cildra) arose during the 900s. The
form was again pluralized in the late 1100s as children, resulting in a repluraled plural. The
Middle English plural cildre survives in the modern Childermas "festival of the Holy
Innocents."The plural brethren shares a similar story, developing in Middle English from
<brether + en>. The form brether developed from Old English br�?æW , dative singular of br�ßæ÷ 
"brother." Brethren now survives primarily to refer to members of an organization, particularly a
religious order. Brothers refers to familial relationships between males.1.1.1.3 Mutated Plural



NounsMutated plural nouns, or apophonic plurals, are nouns that experience a vowel sound
change to form the plural. The term comes from the i-mutation noun paradigm of Old English.
Apophony, or ablaut, refers to any sound change within a word that indicates grammatical
information. The vowel change in mutated plural nouns indicates a change in grammatical
number from singular to plural. For example:SingularPluraldormousedormicefootfeetgoosegees
elouselicemanmenmousemicetoothteethwomanwomen1.1.1.4 Zero Inflection Plural
NounsZero inflection plural nouns are nouns whose plural form is identical to the singular form.
For example:bisoncarpcoddeerfishgrousekinmooseneatoffspringpikereindeersalmonsheepshri
mpsquidswinetroutZero inflection plural nouns are not the same as noncount nouns. Zero
inflection plural nouns are count nouns. As the term implies, a count noun (countable noun) is
a noun that can be counted or quantified. Noun phrases that contain noun counts can contain
numerals that function as determinatives. Count nouns express grammatical number. For
example:SingularPluralone argonauttwo argonautsone belieftwo beliefsone childtwo
childrenone dogtwo dogsone mantwo menone owltwo owlsone persontwo peopleone thesistwo
thesesone wolftwo wolvesone zombietwo zombiesA noncount noun (mass noun, uncountable
noun) is a noun that cannot be counted or quantified with numerals and that lacks a plural
form. Noncount nouns may be quantified only with general adjectives that treat the noncount
noun as a mass or by inserting the noncount noun into a prepositional phrase that follows
another noun that expresses a quantity such as two pieces of furniture. For example:diabeteseq
uipmentfurnituregarbageinformationknowledgeluggagemoneytraffictransportationThe
difference between count nouns and noncount nouns is that one can speak of one dog or two
dogs but not one rice and *two rices. Noncount nouns can change into count nouns, but the
meaning of the noun changes slightly. A noncount noun refers to a whole idea or quantity. A
count noun refers to a specific example or type. Noncount rice refers to the entire concept of
the cereal plant. Count rice and the plural rices refers to a specific variety or varieties of the
cereal plant. For example: Do you like coffee? (noncount)Would you like a coffee? (count)Can I
get two coffees? (count)I need some water. (noncount)I need a water. (count)I need two waters.
(count)Zero inflection plural nouns are count nouns: one sheep, two sheep, one moose, two
moose. Many originated as long-stem nouns in the earliest Germanic language, which had
unmarked plurals. Many also refer to game animals commonly hunted or fished. But some are
newer: Deer and sheep are not attested before the 1100s. Others came from non-Germanic
languages: Algonquian gave English moose, and salmon came from Latin via
French.Additionally, as with the weak plural nouns, zero inflection plural nouns are in flux.
Grandma got run over by a reindeer, and all of the other reindeer used to laugh and call
Rudolph names, but reindeers are better than people. Many zero inflection plural nouns also
have attested strong plural forms. Regularization, a linguistic phenomenon in which regular
forms replace irregular forms in morphology or syntax, can result in zero inflection plural nouns
becoming strong plural nouns. For example, the following zero inflection plural nouns also have
attested plurals formed through the affixation of the -s or -es suffix:SingularPluralbisonbisonscar
pcarpscodcodsdeerdeersfishfishesgrousegrousesmoosemoosespikepikesreindeerreindeerssal
monsalmonsshrimpshrimpssquidsquidsswineswinestrouttrouts1.1.1.5 Borrowed Plural
Nouns Borrowed plural nouns are nouns borrowed from a foreign language whose plural is
formed according to the rules of the language from which the loanword is borrowed. A
borrowed plural noun may also be a multiple plural, or a noun with two or more attested plural
forms, usually with an alternative plural form that follows the strong plural noun paradigm
(plural -s or -es suffix).For Latin loanwords that end in <a>, change the <a> to an <ae>. For
example:SingularPluralantennaantennae (antennas)alumnaalumnaeformulaformulae



(formulas)larvalarvae (larvas)nebulanebulae (nebulas)vertebravertebrae (vertebras)For Latin
loanwords that end in <ex> or <ix>, change the <ex> or <ix> to <ices>. For
example: SingularPluralapexapices (apexes)indexindices (indexes)matrixmatrices
(matrixes)vertexvertices (vertexes)vortexvortices (vortexes)For Latin loanwords that end in
<is>, change the <is> to an <es>. For example: SingularPluralanalysisanalysesaxisaxesbasisba
sescrisiscrisesdiagnosisdiagnosesellipsisellipseshypothesishypothesesoasisoases (oasises)par
alysisparalysesparenthesisparenthesessynopsissynopsessynthesissynthesestestistestesthesist
hesesFor Latin loanwords that end in <on>, change the on to an a. For
example: SingularPluralautomatonautomata (automatons)coloncola
(colons)criterioncriteriaphenomenonphenomena (phenomenons)semicolonsemicola
(semicolons)For Latin loanwords that end in <um>, change the <um> to an <a>. For
example: SingularPluraladdendumaddenda (addendums)atriumatria (atriums)bacterium
(bacteria)bacteriacorrigendumcorrigendacurriculumcurricula (curriculums)datum
(data)dataerratumerratagymnasiumgymnasia (gymnasiums)maximummaxima
(maximums)medium (media)media (mediums)memorandummemoranda
(memorandums)millenniummillennia (millenniums)minimumminima
(minimums)moratoriummoratoria (moratoriums)podiumpodia (podiums)referendumreferenda
(referendums)spectrumspectra (spectrums)stratumstratasymposiumsymposia
(symposiums)For Latin loanwords that end in <us>, change the us to an <i>, <era>, or <ora>.
For example: SingularPluralalumnusalumnibacillusbacillicactuscacti
(cactuses)corpuscorporafocusfoci (focuses)fungusfungi
(funguses)genusgenerahippopotamushippopotami (hippopotamuses)locuslocinarcissusnarcissi
(narcissuses)radiusradii (radiuses)stimulusstimulisyllabussyllabi (syllabuses)terminustermini
(terminuses)uterusuteri (uteruses)viscusvisceraFor Greek loanwords that end in ma, add the -
ta suffix to the end of the word. For example: SingularPluraldogmadogmata
(dogmas)lemmalemmata (lemmas)melismamelismata (melismas)miasmamiasmata
(miasmas)sarcomasarcomata (sarcomas)schemaschemata (schemas)somasomata
(somas)stigmastigmata (stigmas)stomastomata (stomas)For some French loanwords that end
in <eau>, affix a silent -x suffix to the end of the word. For
example: SingularPluralbandeaubandeaux (bandeaus)bateaubateaux (bateaus)beaubeaux
(beaus)bureaubureaux (bureaus)chapeauchapeaux (chapeaus)chateauchateaux
(chateaus)couteaucouteaux (couteaus)flambeauflambeaux (flambeaus)gateaugateaux
(gateaus)manteaumanteaux (manteaus)plateauplateaux (plateaus)portmanteauportmanteaux
(portmanteaus)rondeaurondeaux (rondeaus)rouleaurouleaux (rouleaus)tableautableaux
(tableaus)trumeautrumeaux (trumeaus)For some Hebrew loanwords, affix the -im or -ot suffix
to the end of the word. For example: SingularPluralchallahchallot (challahs)cherubcherubim
(cherubs)goygoyim (goys)matzahmatzot (matzahs)seraphseraphim (seraphs)teraphteraphim
(teraphs)1.1.1.6 Irregular Plural NounsIrregular plural nouns are nouns whose plural form does
not follow any other plural formation rules. English has only a few truly irregular plural nouns.
For example:SingularPluralpersonpeople (persons)diedice (dices)pennypence (pennies)The
singular noun person has a multiple plural. The plural people comes from the Old French
peupel "people," ultimately from the Latin populus "a people, nation." Both person and people
replaced the native English folk "common people" in the early 1200s. People became the plural
of person by suppletion, or the use of one word as the inflected form of another word when the
two words are not cognate. (Cognate refers to words descended from the same etymological
lexeme.) The strong plural form persons is also attested. However, as with most multiple
plurals, people and persons have slightly different meanings and uses. Persons refers to more



than one person individually while people refers to a group of more than one persons.The noun
die refers to a polyhedron with numbers or symbols on each side usually used in games of
chance. The earliest plural forms were des and dys in the early 1300s followed by dyse and
dyce and then dice by the 1400s. The <ce> spelling reflects the voiceless pronunciation and
likely reflects the use of dice as a collective noun rather than an ordinary plural. The noun dice
has been singularized in Modern English, replacing the historically singular die. Both dice and
dices are attested plural forms of singular dice.The noun penny comes from Old English
pening and penig. Similar to persons, plural pennies refers to more than one individual coins.
Pence likewise refers to the coins collectively. The <ce> spelling again reflects the voiceless
pronunciation. Pence is predominantly found in British and Irish English and notably absent
from American English.1.1.2 PossessionPossession is an asymmetric relationship between
two constituents in which the referent of the possessor possesses or has some other
relationship to the possessed. A constituent is a word or a group of words that functions as a
single unit within a hierarchical structure. Prototypical English nouns have both non-possessive
and possessive forms. For example:child'schildren'sJames' or
James'sjoey'sjoeys'kitten'skittens'mother-in-law'smothers-in-law'sprince'sprinces'princess' or
princess'sprincesses'person'speople'sSophia'stoday'swoman'swomen'syesterday'sEnglish
forms possessive nouns by attaching the possessive clitic (-'s or -') to the end of the noun. A
clitic is a syntactically independent morpheme that is phonologically dependent on another
word or phrase. Clitics are pronounced like affixes but function syntactically at the phrase level.
The possessive clitic can attach to individual nouns and pronouns or entire nominal phrases in
English.1.1.2.1 Written Possessive NounsFor singular nouns that end in any letter other than
<s>, attach the possessive clitic <'s> to the end of the noun. For example: alligator's
teethbaby's toycat's meowdog's bonehippo's foodMiguel's friendsstroller's wheelsTerrence's
glassesPrince's musicSuperman's capetoday's agendayesterday's newsStyle guides differ on
the spelling of the possessive form of singular nouns that end in <s>. Some prefer attaching
the possessive clitic <'> to the end of the noun without adding an additional <s>. Others prefer
attaching the possessive clitic <'s> to the end of the noun. Both are acceptable. Neither is more
correct than the other. Consistency, however, is necessary throughout a single written work.
For example: actress' or actress's awardboss' or boss's decisioncactus' or cactus's
spinesChris' or Chris's houseclass' or class's projectJames' or James's daughterJesus' or
Jesus's disciplesJones' or Jones's ideaoctopus' or octopus's gardenprincess' or princess's
gownFor plural nouns that end in any letter other than <s>, attach the possessive clitic <'s> to
the end of the noun. For example: cacti's spinescherubim's swordchildren's storieslarvae's
formmen's shoesmice's cheeseoxen's field people's decisionsheep's woolalumni's partyFor
plural nouns that end with the letter <s>, attach the possessive clitic <'> to the end of the noun.
Do not add an additional <s>. For example: cats' kittensdogs' foodelephants'
memoriesemployees' complaintsmonsters' lairnieces' nightgownsprincesses' battleteachers'
salariesworkers' giftszoologists' research1.1.2.2 Possessive Compound Nouns and Nominal
PhrasesThe possessive clitic can additionally attach to the final word of a noun phrase, even if
the final word is not the noun phrase head.For compound nouns and nominal phrases —
singular or plural — that end in any letter other than <s>, attach the possessive clitic <'s> to
the end of the noun or phrase. For example: child who spilled his milk's backpackDean of the
library's decisionEmperors of Japan's palacesfather-in-law's daughtersfathers-in-law's
daughtersKing of Spain's proclamationladies-in-waiting's mirrorsPrincesses of Sweden's
ballQueen of England's crownwoman wearing the hat's mealStyle guides again differ on the
spelling of the possessive form of compound nouns and nominal phrases with a final singular



noun that end in <s>. Most attach the possessive clitic <'> to the end of the noun without
adding an additional <s>. Others attach the possessive clitic <'s> to the end of the noun. For
example: driver of the bus' lunch (bus's)leaders of Honduras' proclamation (Honduras's)lecture
that was pointless' cost (pointless's)man lacking foresightedness' hypothesis
(foresightedness's)neighbor whose lawn is full of crabgrass' fence (crabgrass's)people of the
Bahamas' interests (Bahamas's)President of the United States' library (States's)teacher in my
afternoon class' name (class's)tourists in the Philippines' luggage (Philippines's)woman
carrying the glass' purse (glass's)To indicate joint possession in a series of nominal forms
joined by a coordinating conjunction, attach the possessive clitic to the final word. A nominal
form is a grammatical form that performs a nominal function such as subject, subject
complement, direct object, object complement, indirect object, prepositional complement,
postpositional complement, and appositive. For example: aunt and uncle's houseboys and girls'
lunchesbrothers and sisters' toysdogs and cats' bedgrandma and grandpa's tractorinfant and
toddler's roomJack and Diane's storyLinus and Lucy's brothermice and rats' foodstaff and
faculty's restroomwomen and children's areaTo indicate individual possession in a series of
nominal forms joined by a coordinating conjunction, attach the possessive clitic to the end of
each item. For example: alumni's and current students' presentationsartists' and musicians'
masterpiecesbirds' and squirrels' nestsboys' and girls' classesCharlie Brown's, Peppermint
Patty's, and the little red-haired girl's essaysmen's and women's tournamentsmom's and dad's
parentsPoppy's, Will's, and Lulu's presentsQueen of France's and King of Spain's
armiesstudents' and teachers' guidelines1.1.2.3 Pronouncing Possessive FormsAs with the
plural -s/-es suffix, the pronunciation of the possessive clitic depends on the final sound of the
form to which the clitic is attached, with some variation. In general, words and phrases that end
in sibilant [s], [z], [(5ÒÀ [t6�ƒ], or [d6�’] take an [M—¥ÒÀ final voiceless sounds take a voiceless [s], and final
voiced sounds take a voiced [z]. Plural possessive forms are pronounced identically to the
plural non-possessive form. For example:Sibilantboss' ~ boss's ~ bosses'church's ~
churches'James'Janice'sjudge's ~ judges'Midge'sprince's ~ princes'princess' ~ princess's ~
princesses'Rose's ~ roses'watch's ~ watches'Voicelessbat's ~ bats'cake's ~ cakes'hippogriff's ~
hippogriffs'Jeff'slamp's ~ lamps'laugh's ~ laughs'Mack'sNate'sship's ~ ships'staff's ~
staffs'Voicedapple's ~ apples'Bev'sbrother's ~ brothers'cow's ~ cows'Greg'smom's ~
moms'sister's ~ sisters'Tim'stoday'stomorrow'sSome common phrases additionally contain a
possessive clitic but do not take an extra syllable: for goodness' sake.1.1.3 Other Noun
CategoriesIn addition to count and noncount, nouns are further classified into five
subcategories: common versus proper nouns, concrete versus abstract nouns, and collective
nouns. A noun can belong to more than one category.1.1.3.1 Common Versus Proper NounsA
common noun refers to a general, nonspecific referent. Common nouns contrast with proper
nouns. A proper noun refers to a specific referent. Common nouns are generally not capitalized
unless at the beginning of the sentence or within a title. Proper nouns such as particular
persons, places, organizations, companies, titles, religions, languages, nationalities, ethnicities,
months, and days are always capitalized in written English. For example:Common NounProper 
NounbandQueenboyJetcafeStarbuckscountryIcelandgirlTallulahlanguageSpanishmonsterElmot
ownBloomingtonunderwearHaneswetlandEvergladesThe term common means "belonging to
all, owned or used jointly, general, of a public nature or character" and comes from the Old
French comun meaning "common, general, free, open, public," which comes from Latin
communis "in common, public, shared by all or many; general, not specific; familiar, not
pretentious." The term common in the context of common nouns does not mean "ordinary" but
refers rather to a noun that denotes an entire group rather than a specific member of the



group.The term proper means "adapted to some purpose, fit, apt" and comes from the Old
French propre meaning "own, particular," which comes from Latin proprius meaning "one's
own, particular to itself" and pro privo meaning "for the individual, in particular." The term
proper in the context of proper nouns does not mean "right or correct" but refers rather to a
noun that denotes a particular member of a group rather than an entire group.Many proper
nouns include more than one word and are therefore a phrase rather than a word. Capitalize all
nouns, adjectives, verbs, and adverbs that form a proper noun phrase. Generally do not
capitalize determiners, conjunctions, and prepositions except at the beginning of the proper
noun phrase.1.1.3.2 Concrete Versus Abstract NounsA concrete noun refers to a referent that
exists physically. Concrete nouns are seeable, touchable, smellable, hearable, or tastable.
Concrete nouns contrast with abstract nouns. An abstract noun refers to a referent without a
physical reality such as an idea, quality, or condition. For example:Concrete NounsAbstract Nou
nsbookbraveryclockcompassiongraindeterminationhandenvylampfearmilkhonestyrabbitpatience
toddlertalentwateruncertaintyzucchiniwariness1.1.3.3 Collective NounsA collective noun refers
to a group or collection of referents that are taken together and spoken of as one whole. For
example: army of antsaudienceband of brothersbouquet of flowersbrood of
chickenscongregation of churchgoerscolony of beesfamilyflock of birdsgaggle of
geesegovernmentherd of sheepmurder of crowspack of wolvespair of shoespride of
lionsschool of fishswarm of insectsteamtroop of actorsAmerican English considers collective
nouns singular. British English treats collective nouns as singular or plural. For example, the
family was at the table occurs in both American and British English. The family were at the
table is grammatically possible in British English.1.2 DeterminersNotional grammars define the
determiner (Det) as a word or words that express the reference of a nominal form in the
context. Determiners provide non-attributive information such as definiteness, familiarity,
location, quantity, number, and possession about a nominal form. English determiners are
closed class words, meaning new determiners are added to the language infrequently, if ever.
English determiners are also functional class words, meaning determiners express little lexical
meaning but express grammatical or structural relationships among other words.Determiners
do not vary in internal structure, or grammatical form. However, English determiners are
classified into seven categories: articles, demonstrative determiners, interrogative determiners,
possessive determiners, possessive interrogative determiners, quantifiers, and
numerals.Determiners precede a nominal form in a phrase. Other intervening elements such
as adjectives may separate a determiner from the head of a nominal phrase. (See NOUN
PHRASES.) 1.2.1 ArticlesAn article (Art) is a determiner that specifies the grammatical
definiteness of a nominal form. Definiteness is a semantic-pragmatic concept of nominal forms
that distinguishes between defined, identifiable, and/or specific referents and undefined,
unidentifiable, and/or nonspecific referents.Articles are further classified into four
subcategories: definite article, indefinite article, negative article, and zero article.1.2.1.1
Definite ArticleA definite article refers to a defined, identifiable, and/or specific referent. The
only definite article in English is the. Both singular and plural nouns can take the definite
article, which lacks grammatical number. For example: the librarythe Great Pumpkinthe
pumpkin patchthe rain in Spainthe boy who livedthe one-eyed one-horned flying purple people
eaterthe moviesthe presidents of the United States of Americathe women who launched a man
into spacethe workers toiling under less-than-favorable conditionsThe English definite article
can also denote genericness. Generic interpretations pertain to a whole class or any member
of a class as a representative of its class as opposed to a specific member. For example: The
deer tick transmits Lyme disease.The giraffe is the tallest land mammal.The noun denotes a



person, place, thing, or idea.The Siberian tiger lives in eastern Russia and northeastern
China.The president can issue rules, regulations, and instructions called executive
orders.Modern English the developed from the masculine nominative of the Old English
definite article/demonstrative determiner paradigm. By 950, the form þe replaced the other
nominative forms: se (masculine), seo (feminine), and þæt (neuter). The change in the initial
sound from [s] to [ð] was probably influenced by the initial sound in the masculine objective
cases: þone (accusative), þæm (dative), þæs (genitive), and þy/þon (instrumental). The form
the replaced all previous Old English forms by the middle of the Middle English period.1.2.1.2
Indefinite ArticlesAn indefinite article refers to an undefined, unidentifiable, and/or unspecific
referent. The two indefinite articles in English are a and an. Only singular nouns can take an
indefinite article. A occurs before consonant sounds; an occurs before vowel sounds. For
example: an applean elephantan houran ice cubean unclea Europeana junipera muskrata
universitya xylophoneThe English indefinite articles can also denote genericness. For
example: A deer tick transmits Lyme disease.A giraffe is the tallest land mammal.A noun
denotes a person, place, thing, or idea.A Siberian tiger lives in eastern Russia and
northeastern China.A president can issue rules, regulations, and instructions called executive
orders.Both a and an developed from the Old English ��à "one, lone, single." (The numeral one
also developed from ��ââ• An developed first by the early 1100s. A arrived by the mid-1100s, with
use before consonant sounds complete by the mid-1300s.1.2.1.3 Negative ArticleA negative
article expresses the lack of a nominal form. The only negative article in English is no, which is
neither definite nor indefinite. Some grammars consider the negative article a quantifier
(determiners that provide information about amount or quantity) rather than an article because
of the expression of "none" or "zero." Other grammars label no as a simple determiner. Both
singular and plural nouns can take the negative article, which lacks grammatical number. For
example:No one entered the room.No barrier can stop her.No dragon was harmed in the
making of the movie.He wants extra onions but no avocado.I have no sister.I have no sisters.I
am hoping for no new cavities.No pets are allowed in the auditorium.No children stopped by
our house on Halloween.We need no more used book donations for the upcoming sale at the
library.1.2.1.4 Zero ArticleA zero article indicates the absence of an article (null determiner)
and expresses the indefiniteness of a nominal form. Zero articles are covert category words. A
covert category is a syntactic element without phonological content. The Ø symbol represents
the zero article in English. Only plural and noncount, or mass, nouns take the zero article. For
example: I enjoy Ø linguistics.Ø Boys like Ø girls.Ø Lions eat Ø meat.Ø Books must be
returned in the book drop.Ø Coffee is my morning beverage of Ø choice.Ø Mushrooms make
me sick.Ø Bears eat Ø berries in the woods.Ø Children like to look at Ø animals at Ø zoo.Ø
Gymnasts use Ø trampolines to practice Ø aerial tricks.Ø Elephants and Ø giraffes are Ø
animals that live in Ø Africa.The English zero definite article can also denote genericness. For
example:Ø Deer ticks transmit Lyme disease.Ø Giraffes are the tallest land mammals.O Nouns
denote a person, place, thing, or idea.Ø Siberian tigers live in eastern Russia and northeastern
China.Ø Presidents can issue Ø rules, Ø regulations, and Ø instructions called executive
orders.Noun phrases including pronouns without an explicit determiner contain the zero article.
Present participles that perform nominal functions also take the zero article. (See CHAPTER 7:
VERB PHRASES AS SUBJECTS.)1.2.2 Demonstrative DeterminersA demonstrative
determiner (DemDet) is a determiner that provides additional information about the proximity of
a nominal form. The four demonstrative determiners in English are this, that, these, and
those.Demonstrative determiners are determiners of literal and figurative distance, meaning
the distance is physical (spatial deixis, referring to physical space relevant to an utterance) or



affective (empathetic deixis, referring to emotional or psychological space including space
resulting from time relevant to an utterance). Physical proximity does not necessarily correlate
to emotional proximity: A speaker may consider something both physically and emotionally
close and vice versa just as the same speaker may consider something physically close but
emotionally distant and vice versa.Modern English makes a two-way distinction between
demonstratives: proximal and distal. Proximal indicates a referent very near or close to the
speaker. Distal indicates a referent remote or distant from the speaker. Demonstrative
determiners also express definiteness and number.The singular proximal demonstrative
determiner in English is this, whose referent is singular in number (one) and proximal from the
deictic center (near). For example: This girl sings.He loves this movie.I am so sick of this cough!
We took this route home this evening.I wrote this book for my three children.My mother bought
this sweater at Kohl's.Our boss needs this report finished by this Friday.This carol is my
absolute favorite Christmas song.The city painted its water towels this ugly flat yellow
color.Deliver this package to this address by this following weekend.The singular distal
demonstrative determiner in English is that, whose referent is singular in number (one) and
distal from the deictic center (far). For example: That recipe rocks!He loves that book.I dislike
that brand of cereal.Keep on doing that thing you do!That fragrance makes my eyes water.That
man hit that woman's car at that intersection.That little blue house across the street is super
cute.I dropped that box off on that thrift shop on Main Street.That fopdoodle contractor bungled
up my home renovation.I want to decorate my bathroom in that formerly popular shade of
pink.The plural proximal demonstrative determiner in English is these, whose referent is plural
in number (not one) and proximal from the deictic center (near). For example: These socks
need sewn.Please buy me these books!These three children are mine.These cookies taste
sickeningly sweet.Are these times the best years of our lives?These times seem more difficult
than yesteryear.Give these three options some serious consideration.These rabble-rousers are
causing me some serious headache.The doctor told Gabriella to take these pills and call him in
the morning.These insurance packets need to go to these professors in these buildings.The
plural distal demonstrative determiner in English is those, whose referent is plural in number
(not one) and distal from the deictic center (far). For example: Those arguments are intriguing.I
asked for those reports last week.Bring those reusable shopping bags.Deliver those flowers to
those patients.Those books need returned1 to the library.Victoria is not afraid of those
dastardly fellows.Diego would like a few more of those glass beads.Felipe fell ill after eating
those gas station sushi rolls.You want to paint your guest bedroom those three colors?Those
individuals who refuse to accept the facts are doomed to fail.The modern demonstrative
determiners developed from the same Old English definite article/demonstrative determiner
paradigm as the definite article the. Singular proximal this developed from neuter nominative/
accusative þis. Singular distal that developed from neuter singular þæt. The plural nominative/
accusative þas developed into the plural distal those, and þæs (a variation of þas) developed
into the plural proximal these. All four words have complicated histories with modern
differentiation between this and that occurring in the early 1200s and between these and those
by the late 1200s.1The need + past participle structure is a feature of some Englishes
including Scottish Englishes, Irish Englishes, and some American Englishes. The structure
likely originated in Scottish Englishes and then developed in Irish Englishes when Scottish
immigrants moved to Ireland. Scotch-Irish immigrants then settled in the Pennsylvania area of
the United States and continued to move westward into the Midwest region. The need + past
participle structure is a feature of many Midwestern American Englishes including in the St.
Louis Corridor of the Inland North. (See CHAPTER 7: VERB PHRASES AS VERB PHRASE



COMPLEMENTS.)1.2.2.1 Other Demonstrative DeterminersThe word them also functions as a
demonstrative determiner in some Englishes as a variation of the plural those. Prescriptive
grammars proscribe the use of them as a determiner, but speakers in many Englishes such as
Appalachian English do use the variant form. For example: I like them books.Them kids need
to grow up.How do you like them apples?Teacher, leave them kids alone.Them two wild horses
ain't fit to ride.Yon and yonder are archaic distal demonstrative determiners that mean "within
sight but not near" still present in some Englishes. Both forms also exist in older written texts.
For example: Yonder peasant, who is he?Read thy lot in yon celestial sign.Round yon Virgin,
Mother and ChildBut soft, what light through yonder window breaks?Nuns came and built over
against the monastery on the yon side of the vale.I think you said something concerning the
manner in which yonder ship has anchored1.2.2.2 Determiners Versus PronounsThe
demonstrative determiners this, that, these, and those are identical in form to the four
demonstrative pronouns in English. Determiners and pronouns differ in grammatical function. A
determiner precedes a nominal form and functions as a determinative. A pronoun functions as
the head of a noun phrase and performs a nominal function. For example:(a) This book
belongs on that shelf. (determiners)(b) This belongs on that. (pronouns)In (a), this and that
are determiners that provide additional information about the proximity and definiteness of the
nouns book and shelf. In (b), this and that are demonstrative pronouns that take the place of
the noun phrases this book and that shelf from (a).(See CHAPTER 3: DEMONSTRATIVE
PRONOUNS for more information about this, that, these, and those as demonstrative
pronouns.)1.2.2.3 Determiners Versus Subordinating ConjunctionsThe demonstrative
determiner that is also identical in form to the subordinating conjunction that. Subordinating
conjunction that introduces a dependent clause. For example:That we misunderstood is
possible. (noun clause)She is the woman that called this afternoon. (adjective clause)I eat that
I may live. (adverb clause)(See CHAPTER 16: SUBORDINATING CONJUNCTIONS for more
information about that as a subordinating conjunction.)1.2.3 Interrogative DeterminersAn
interrogative determiner (IntDet) is a determiner that formulates a direct or indirect question or
exclamation. The three interrogative determiners in English are what, which, and whose.
(Whose is more specifically a possessive interrogative determiner.) Both singular and plural
nouns can take all three interrogative determiners, which lack grammatical
number. Interrogative determiners most commonly formulate questions, both direct and
indirect. For example, the following direct questions contain interrogative determiners: What
day do you fly out?What kind of cake do you want for your birthday?What side dishes did
Grandma want me to bring to Thanksgiving?Which color is your favorite?Which book do you
want to read first?Which projects did the teacher assign?Whose cat is this?Whose hearts has
Héctor broken?Whose car has Emma parked out back?The following indirect questions, which
are identical in grammatical form to declarations, contain interrogative determiners: You fly out
what day?You want what kind of cake for your birthday?Grandma wants me to bring what side
dishes to Thanksgiving?Your favorite is which color?You want to read which book first?The
teacher assigned which projects?This is whose cat?Héctor has broken whose hearts?Emma
has parked whose car out back?Although most frequently used within interrogative
constructions, interrogative determiners also formulate exclamations including interrogative
exclamations and exclamatory interrogatives (CHAPTER 13). Exclamations are also identical
to declarations in grammatical structure. For example: You want what toppings on your half of
the pizza!Horatio is attending which university this fall!Adalina wants what cake for her
birthday?!You are watching whose baby all night!Estavan totaled which vehicle?!You crashed
whose car?!Some style guides argue that what appears in constructions that pose an open-



ended question with an unknown or infinite number of possible answers and which in
constructions with a more limited number of possibilities. However, the choice of interrogative
determiner is often stylistic. English speakers do use what for closed-ended questions and
which for open-ended questions. For example: What cake do you want for your birthday? You
can have any type you like.Which cake do you want for your birthday? You can have any type
you like.What cake do you want for your birthday? I have chocolate or white mixes.Which cake
do you want for your birthday? I have chocolate or white mixes.1.2.4 Possessive DeterminersA
possessive determiner (PossDet) is a determiner that indicates possession of or some other
relationship to a nominal form. The eight possessive determiners in English are my, your, his,
her, its, our, their, and whose. (Whose is more specifically a possessive interrogative
determiner.) Both singular and plural nouns can take all the possessive determiners. For
example: my children (the children are mine)your trampoline (the trampoline belongs to you)his
award (the award he earned)her brother (the brother is hers)its abdomen (the abdomen that is
part of its body)their goals (the goals that they set for themselves)whose submarine (the
submarine of whom)The possessive interrogative determiner whose additionally formulates
questions in addition to expressing possession or another relationship. For example: Whose
parent arrived late?Whose lawn needs mowed?Whose bills are still unpaid?Whose screaming
woke you up?Whose reading of the monologue impressed you most?Some grammars
incorrectly identify possessive determiners as possessive adjectives or possessive pronouns.
Possessive adjectives do not exist in English. Possessive pronouns differ in form and function
from possessive determiners. (See CHAPTER 3: PERSONAL PRONOUNS.)Possessive
determiners express number and person. Grammatical person is a grammatical category that
distinguishes between deictic references of participant roles in a language event. (Deixis is
reference by means of an expression whose interpretation is relative to the additional
extralinguistic contextual information of the utterance.) Most languages including English
distinguish between the speaker or writer (first person), the addressee (second person), and
others (third person).The first person is the speaker or writer of an utterance who is typically
the deictic center of their own deictic references. The second person is the addressee of an
utterance. The third person is the referent of an utterance who is not the speaker/writer or
addressee.The first person singular possessive determiner is my. The first person plural
possessive determiner is our. The second person possessive determiner, both singular and
plural, is your. The third person singular possessive determiner are his, her, its, and their. The
third person plural possessive determiner is their.Among the third person singular, possessive
determiners are also categorized by grammatical gender, which is a grammatical category that
distinguishes noun classes. Common gender distinctions include masculine-feminine,
masculine-feminine-neuter, or animate-inanimate. Grammatical gender does not necessarily
correspond to biological/sociological sex/gender. The masculine third person singular
possessive determiner is his. The feminine third person singular possessive determiner is her.
The neuter third person singular possessive determiner is its. The gender-neutral or non-binary
third person singular possessive determiner is their.SingularPluralFirst PersonmyourSecond
PersonyouryourThird Personhis, her, its, theirtheirSome prescriptive grammars proscribe the
use of the singular gender-neutral or non-binary their. However, English speakers have used
the possessive determiner in the singular since English acquired the word from its
Scandinavian source, with the first singular use attested around 1300.(See CHAPTER 2:
ADJECTIVES VERSUS DETERMINERS.)1.2.5 Possessive Interrogative DeterminersThe
determiner whose is both a possessive determiner and an interrogative determiner. The most
precise category for whose is a possessive interrogative determiner. As both a possessive



determiner and an interrogative determiner, a possessive interrogative determiner (PossIntDet)
is a determiner that both (1) expresses possession of or some other relationship to a nominal
form and (2) formulates a question about an unknown nominal form. The only possessive
interrogative determiner in English is whose. Both singular and plural nouns can take the
possessive interrogative determiner, which lacks grammatical number. For example: Whose
fault is that?Whose chickens roam free?Whose truck is parked on the street?Whose baby did
you say you were watching?Whose grandmother received a significant pay raise?You ate
whose sandwich?The storm destroyed whose house?She mailed the gifts to whose children?
Your odd neighbor bought whose old jalopy?He found whose car abandoned on whose farm?
1.2.6 QuantifiersA quantifier (Q) is a determiner that provides information about the imprecise
amount, or quantity, of a nominal form.Some of the most common quantifiers in English include
the following:allanotheranybotheacheitherenougheveryfewfewerlesslittlemanymoremostneithern
o1severalsome2suchMultipliers are also quantifiers. For
example:singledoubletriplequadrupleonefoldtwofoldthreefoldfourfoldMany quantifiers appear
within determiner phrases that contain the p-word of functioning as a particle. (See
DETERMINER PHRASES and CHAPTER 10: P-WORDS AND INTERJECTIONS.) For
example:all ofany ofboth ofeach ofeither ofenough offew oflittle oflot oflots ofmany ofmore
ofmost ofmuch ofneither ofnone ofplenty ofseveral ofsome ofMany quantifiers also appear
within determiner phrases that contain an indefinite article, an adverb such as too or great, or
both. For example:a fewtoo fewa littletoo littlea lot3a manya great manytoo manytoo
muchExamples of quantifiers include the following:Neither foot hurts anymore.Many students
dislike math.All the lights on the patio broke.Both my washer and my dryer are new.She wants
fewer rolls and more biscuits.A few of the children were sick last week.Several determiners
resemble pronouns in form.I prefer double cheese and triple pickles on my burgers.Plenty of
the parents volunteered to help at some of the events.The library finance committee noted a
twofold increase in donations.Some grammars consider cardinal numbers including fractions
and ordinal numbers as a subcategory of quantifiers. This grammar categorizes numbers as
numerals.1This grammar categorizes no as a negative article.2Some grammars categorize
some as an indefinite plural article.3This grammar analyzes a lot as an open compound. (See
CHAPTER 6: PROPER NOUNS for information about compounds.)1.2.7 NumeralsA numeral
(Num) is a determiner that provides information about the precise amount, or number, of a
nominal form. Numerals include cardinal numbers, fractions, decimals, and ordinal numbers.
For example: I have three children.Add one-third cup of flour.The book costs thirty dollars.Two
children ate 4.5 ice cream cones.There are twenty-five people in the room.I have asked you
twenty times to be quiet.The merchant sold seven ripe yellow bananas.The choirs consist of
153 tone-deaf singing nuns.My weather app says the temperature is -10 degrees.Seventy-five
people have been left homeless because of the flooding.Similar to quantifiers, numerals often
appear within determiner phrases. (See DETERMINER PHRASES.) For example: Order two
dozen donuts.Pick out any three books.She enjoyed all four movies.Six of the children failed
the exam.She enjoyed all four of the movies.We washed some of the 20 windows.One-third of
the students arrived late.The second movie is better than the first.The fifteenth caller will win
tickets to the concert.We devoured half the birthday cake before the party started.Some
grammars consider numerals as a subcategory of quantifiers. Fractions such as half and one-
third are notably troublesome. Some fractions such as one-half in one-half cup denote a
precise amount while others such as one-third in one-third of the students denote an imprecise
amount. This grammar thus analyzes fractions as either numerals or quantifiers depending on
the context.The question of grammatical number arises with fractions and decimals. Is the



noun following a fraction or decimal singular or plural? All of the following forms are
attested: 1/3-cup of flour1/3 cups of flour1/3 cup of flour0.5-cup of flour0.5 cups of flour0.5 cup
of flour1.0 cups of flour1.0 cup of flourEnglish tends to use plural forms with decimals and
fractions, but use varies. Two valid arguments apply. The first argument is that fractions and
decimals between 0 and 1 are less than one and thus not one; therefore, the form that follows
is plural. The second argument is that fractions and decimals are part of a whole (part of one),
and therefore the singular follows. Many recipes use the singular form after fractions as in 1/3
cup of flour and 0.5 cup of flour. The forms 1/3 cups of flour and 0.5 cups of flour follow the
definition of plural as "not one." The form 1.0 cups of flour is also possible when 1.0 is read as
one-point-zero or one-point-oh because zero and oh are "not one."English speakers have not
arrived at a consensus for dealing with grammatical number in regard to fractions and
decimals. Using a singular or using a plural after parts of whole are both acceptable.
Consistency of form throughout an entire work, however, is required.In the examples of 1/3-cup
and 0.5-cup, the number compounds with the noun just as in 2-foot board versus 2 feet of
board.1.2.8 Determiner PhrasesA determiner phrase (DetP) is a phrase in which at least one
determiner functions as the head of the phrase plus any additional determiners or a p-word
(PW) functioning as a particle (Part).A particle is a function word in the form of a preposition or
adverb that no longer functions prepositionally or adverbially. The p-word of appears within
determiner phrases. (See CHAPTER 10: P-WORDS.)Some of the possible combinations of
grammatical forms within determiner phrases include the following:2 Determinersarticle +
quantifierarticle + numeraldemonstrative determiner + numeralinterrogative determiner +
numeralpossessive determiner + quantifierpossessive interrogative determiner +
numeralquantifier + articlequantifier + numeral2 Determiners + 1 P-wordquantifier + p-word +
articlequantifier + p-word + demonstrative determinerquantifier + p-word + possessive
determinernumeral + p-word + articlenumeral + p-word + possessive determiner3
Determinersquantifier + article + quantifierquantifier + demonstrative determiner +
quantifierquantifier + possessive determiner + quantifier3 Determiners + 1 P-wordquantifier + p-
word + article + quantifierquantifier + p-word + article + numeralquantifier + p-word +
demonstrative determiner + quantifierquantifier + p-word + demonstrative determiner +
numeralquantifier + p-word + possessive determiner + quantifierquantifier + p-word +
possessive determiner + numeralnumeral + p-word + article + quantifiernumeral + p-word +
article + numeralnumeral + p-word + demonstrative determiner + quantifiernumeral + p-word +
demonstrative determiner + numeralquantifier + numeral + p-word + articlequantifier + numeral
+ p-word + demonstrative determinerquantifier + numeral + p-word + possessive
determinerFor example:the many inquiries (article + quantifier)the three puppies (article +
numeral)those 12 muffins (demonstrative determiner + numeral)which three cookies
(interrogative determiner + numeral)our many interests (possessive determiner +
quantifier)whose two shirts (possessive interrogative determiner + numeral)all the sweaters
(quantifier + article) some of the propositions (quantifier + p-word + article)much of this cake
(quantifier + p-word + demonstrative determiner)none of my children (quantifier + p-word +
possessive determiner)two of a kind (numeral + p-word + article)one of my dogs (numeral + p-
word + possessive determiner) all the many chickens (quantifier + article + quantifier)all those
many video games (quantifier + demonstrative determiner + quantifier)all her many
accomplishments (quantifier + possessive determiner + quantifier) some of the fifty attendees
(quantifier + p-word + article + numeral)all of the many animals (quantifier + p-word + article +
quantifier)none of these many problems (quantifier + p-word + demonstrative determiner +
quantifier)most of those 50 outfits (quantifier + p-word + demonstrative determiner +



numeral)few of your many queries (quantifier + p-word + possessive determiner + quantifier)all
of my three children (quantifier + p-word + possessive determiner + numeral)two of the many
monsters (numeral + p-word + article + quantifier)three of the seven fairies (numeral + p-word
+ article + numeral)nine of these many cookies (numeral + p-word + demonstrative determiner
+ quantifier)four of those eleven mermaids (numeral + p-word + demonstrative determiner +
numeral)all nine of the unicorns (quantifier + numeral + p-word + article)all five of those pets
(quantifier + numeral + p-word + demonstrative determiner)all three of my babies (quantifier +
numeral + p-word + possessive determiner)Some grammars use the term determiner as a
function name (grammatical function) rather than a formal category (grammatical form). Such
grammars do identify the determiner phrase as a form, which includes different kinds of
determiners named according to position in the phrase: central determiners, pre-determiners,
and post-determiners. This grammar uses the term determiner to denote the grammatical form
and determinative to denote the grammatical function. (See CHAPTER 6:
DETERMINATIVES.)1.3 Noun PhrasesNotional grammars define the noun phrase (NP) as a
phrase headed by a noun or pronoun. Noun phrases function nominally, adjectivally, and
adverbially. A phrase (P) is a word or group of words that functions as a single constituent unit
within a clause. A noun phrase consists of a noun or pronoun plus any optional modifiers,
complements, and determiners. (See CHAPTER 3: PRONOUNS.)1.3.1 NounThe most basic
noun phrase consists of a single noun. The noun functions as the noun phrase head (NPH). A
noun phrase head is the nucleus of a noun phrase, or the central and most important element
of the phrase.A tree diagram is a symbolic representation of grammatical form. The tree
diagram for a noun phrase that consists of a single noun includes a branch (vertical line)
connecting the word to N and another branch connecting N to NP. For example:The branch
between ability and N indicates ability is a noun. The branch between N and NP indicates the
noun phrase consists of the noun.1.3.2 Zero Article-NounNoun phrases without an explicit
determiner contain the zero article, which matters in the subsequent analysis of adverb
phrases functioning as determiner phrase modifiers. (See CHAPTER 4: ADVERBS AND
ADVERB PHRASES.) The tree diagram for a zero article-noun (Ø-N) phrase consists of
branches connecting the Ø to Det and the noun to N and converging branches connecting Det
and N to NP. For example:The branches from Ø and ability to Det and N indicate Ø is a
determiner and ability is a noun. The converging branches from Det and N to NP indicate the
noun phrase consists of the determiner and noun. 1.3.3 Determiner-NounSimilar to the Ø-N
noun phrase is the determiner-noun (Det-N) noun phrase in which the noun phrase consists of
a single determiner and a single noun. The tree diagram for a Det-N phrase consists of
branches connecting the words to Det and N and converging branches connecting Det and N
to NP. A more specific label (Art, DemDet, IntDet, PossDet, IntPossDet, Q, N) for the
determiner can replace the general Det. For example:The branches from the and animals to
Det (Art) and N indicate the is a determiner (article) and animals is a noun. The converging
branches from Det and N to NP indicate the noun phrase consists of the determiner and
noun.The following are additional examples of tree diagrams of Det-N noun phrases:1.3.4
Determiner Phrase-NounAnother form of the noun phrase is determiner phrase-noun (DetP-N)
in which the noun phrase consists of a determiner phrase and a single noun. At this juncture,
the tree diagram for a DetP-N noun phrase consists of a triangle connecting the determiner
phrase to DetP, a branch connecting the noun to N, and converging branches connecting DetP
and N to NP. The triangle convention is a tree diagram technique that allows for the
undifferentiation of the internal structure of a grammatical form such as a phrase or clause.
(See CHAPTER 6: DETERMINATIVES and CHAPTER 10: P-WORDS AS PARTICLES for



comprehensive analyses of determiner phrases.) For example:The triangle and branch from
my two and children to DetP and N indicate my two is a determiner phrase and children is a
noun. The converging branches from DetP and N to NP indicate the noun phrase consists of
the determiner phrase and noun.The following are additional examples of tree diagrams of
DetP-N noun phrases:1.3.5 Noun Phrase-NounA noun phrase can also consist of a noun
phrase and a single noun (NP-N). The tree diagram for an NP-N noun phrase consists of
branches connecting both nouns to N and the first N to NP and converging branches
connecting NP and N to NP. Both non-possessive and possessive nouns appear as
constituents of a noun phrase. For example:The branches from coffee and table to N indicate
coffee and table are nouns. The branch between the coffee N and coffee NP indicates the noun
phrase consists of the noun coffee. The converging branches from NP and N to NP indicate the
noun phrase consists of the noun phrase coffee and noun table.The branches from Hana's and
daughter to N indicate Hana's and daughter are nouns. The branch between the Hana's N and
Hana's NP indicates the noun phrase consists of the noun Hana's. The converging branches
from NP and N to NP indicate the noun phrase consists of the noun phrase Hana's and noun
daughter.A noun phrase that consists of a possessive noun with an explicit determiner
technically contains the zero article. The tree diagram for a zero article-noun phrase-noun (Ø-
NP-N) phrase consists of branches connecting the Ø to Det and the nouns to N, converging
branches connecting Det and N to NP, and converging branches connecting NP and N to NP.
For example:The branches from Ø, Hana's, and daughter to Det, N, and N indicate Ø is a
determiner, Hana's is a noun, and daughter is a noun. The converging branches from Det and
N to NP indicate the noun phrase consists of the zero article and noun. The converging
branches from NP and N to NP indicate the noun phrase consists of the noun phrase Hana's
and the noun daughter.1.4 Chapter SummaryA nominal form is a grammatical form that
performs a nominal function such as subject, subject complement, direct object, object
complement, indirect object, prepositional complement, postpositional complement, and
appositive.Notional grammars define the noun as a word that names a person, place, thing, or
idea. English nouns are open class words, meaning new nouns are added to the language
readily and constantly. English nouns are also lexical class words, meaning nouns express
discernable lexical meanings. The internal structures that distinguish nouns from other
grammatical forms are number and possession.Grammatical number is a grammatical
category that expresses count distinctions. English has only two numbers: singular and plural.
Singular means "one." Plural means "not one." Prototypical English nouns have both singular
and plural forms.The more common definition of plural as "more than one" is incomplete.
English also uses the plural to refer to fractional, zero, and negative quantities.Singular nouns
are unmarked. Plural nouns are predominantly marked. Markedness refers to the state in which
one form is more distinctly identified (marked) in comparison to another (unmarked) form.The
English plural noun system is rule-based. The six categories of nouns in Modern English are
strong plural nouns, weak plural nouns, mutated plural nouns, zero inflection plural nouns,
borrowed plural nouns, and irregular plural nouns.Strong plural nouns are predictable, taking
an -s or -es suffix to form the plural. The majority of nouns in Modern English are strong. Cats
and boxes are strong plural nouns.Weak plural nouns are nouns that take an -en suffix to form
the plural (and may also include other changes). Oxen and children are weak plural
nouns.Mutated plural nouns, or apophonic plurals, are nouns that experience a vowel sound
change to form the plural. Feet and mice are mutated plural nouns.Zero inflection plural nouns
are nouns whose plural form is identical to the singular form. Fish and moose are zero
inflection plural nouns.Borrowed plural nouns are nouns borrowed from a foreign language



whose plural is formed according to the rules of the language from which the loanword is
borrowed. A borrowed plural noun may also be a multiple plural, or a noun with two or more
attested plural forms, usually with an alternative plural form that follows the strong plural noun
paradigm. Analyses and stimuli are borrowed plural nouns.Irregular plural nouns are nouns
whose plural form does not follow any other plural formation rules. English has only a few truly
irregular plural nouns: person ~ people, die ~ dice, and penny ~ pence.Count nouns are nouns
that can be counted or quantified. Noun phrases that contain noun counts can contain
numerals that function as determinatives. Noncount nouns are nouns that cannot be counted
or quantified with numerals and that lack a plural form. Noncount nouns may be quantified only
with general adjectives that treat the noncount noun as a mass or by inserting the noncount
noun into a prepositional phrase that follows another noun that expresses a quantity. Dogs and
mushrooms are count nouns. Furniture and equipment are noncount nouns.Regularization is
the linguistic phenomenon in which regular forms replace irregular forms in morphology or
syntax.Suppletion is the use of one word as the inflected form of another word when the two
words are not cognate.Possession is an asymmetric relationship between two constituents in
which the referent of the possessor possesses or has some other relationship to the
possessed. Prototypical English nouns have both non-possessive and possessive
forms. English forms possessive nouns by attaching the possessive clitic (-'s or -') to the end of
the noun. A clitic is a syntactically independent morpheme that is phonologically dependent on
another word or phrase. Clitics are pronounced like affixes but function syntactically at the
phrase level. The possessive clitic can attach to individual nouns and pronouns or entire
nominal phrases in English.A common noun refers to a general, nonspecific referent. Common
nouns contrast with proper nouns. A proper noun refers to a specific referent. City is a common
noun. Chicago is a proper noun.A concrete noun refers to a referent that exists physically.
Concrete nouns are seeable, touchable, smellable, hearable, or tastable. Concrete nouns
contrast with abstract nouns. An abstract noun refers to a referent without a physical reality
such as an idea, quality, or condition. Tree and map are concrete nouns. Happiness and
memory are abstract nouns.A collective noun refers to a group or collection of referents that
are taken together and spoken of as one whole. Gaggle and pack are collective nouns.Notional
grammars define the determiner as a word or words that express the reference of a nominal
form in the context. Determiners provide non-attributive information such as definiteness,
familiarity, location, quantity, number, and possession about a nominal form. English
determiners are closed class words, meaning new determiners are added to the language
infrequently, if ever. English determiners are also functional class words, meaning determiners
express little lexical meaning but express grammatical or structural relationships among other
words. Determiners do not vary in internal structure.Determiners are not adjectives.English
determiners are classified into seven categories: articles, demonstrative determiners,
interrogative determiners, possessive determiners, possessive interrogative determiners,
quantifiers, and numerals.An article is a determiner that specifies the grammatical definiteness
of a nominal form. Definiteness is a semantic-pragmatic concept of nominal forms that
distinguishes between defined, identifiable, and/or specific referents and undefined,
unidentifiable, and/or nonspecific referents. Articles are further classified into four
subcategories: definite article (the), indefinite article (a, an), negative article (no), and zero
article (Ø).A demonstrative determiner is a determiner that provides additional information
about the proximity of a nominal form. Demonstrative determiners are determiners of literal and
figurative distance. Modern English makes a two-way distinction between demonstratives:
proximal and distal. Demonstrative determiners also express definiteness and number. The



four demonstrative determiners in English are this, that, these, and those.An interrogative
determiner is a determiner that formulates a direct or indirect question or exclamation.
Interrogative determiners lack grammatical number. The three interrogative determiners in
English are what, which, and whose.A possessive determiner is a determiner that indicates
possession of or some other relationship to a nominal form. The eight possessive determiners
in English are my, your, his, her, its, our, their, and whose. Possessive determiners express
number, person, and gender.Grammatical person is a grammatical category that distinguishes
between deictic references of participant roles in a language event. Deixis is reference by
means of an expression whose interpretation is relative to the additional extralinguistic
contextual information of the utterance. The first person is the speaker or writer of an utterance
who is typically the deictic center of their own deictic references. The second person is the
addressee of an utterance. The third person is the referent of an utterance who is not the
speaker/writer or addressee.Grammatical gender is a grammatical category that distinguishes
noun classes. The gender categories in English are masculine-feminine-neuter. Grammatical
gender does not necessarily correspond to biological/sociological sex/gender.The most precise
category for whose is a possessive interrogative determiner. As both a possessive determiner
and an interrogative determiner, a possessive interrogative determiner is a determiner that
both expresses possession of or some other relationship to a nominal form and formulates a
question about an unknown nominal form. The only possessive interrogative determiner in
English is whose.A quantifier is a determiner that provides information about the imprecise
amount, or quantity, of a nominal form. All, both, and neither, among others, are quantifiers.A
numeral is a determiner that provides information about the precise amount, or number, of a
nominal form. Numerals include cardinal numbers, fractions, decimals, and ordinal numbers.A
determiner phrase is a phrase in which at least one determiner functions as the head of the
phrase plus any additional determiners or a p-word functioning as a particle. A particle is a
function word in the form of a preposition or adverb that no longer functions prepositionally or
adverbially. The p-word of appears within determiner phrases.Determiners precede a nominal
form in a phrase. Other intervening elements such as adjectives may separate a determiner
from the head of a nominal phrase.Notional grammars define the noun phrase as a phrase
headed by a noun or pronoun. A noun phrase consists of a noun or pronoun plus any optional
modifiers, complements, and determiners. Noun phrases function nominally, adjectivally, and
adverbially.A tree diagram is a symbolic representation of grammatical form. The triangle
convention is a tree diagram technique that allows for the undifferentiation of the internal
structure of a grammatical form such as a phrase or clause.CHAPTER 2: ADJECTIVES AND
ADJECTIVE PHRASES2.1 AdjectivesNotional grammars define the adjective (Adj) as a word
that describes a noun. Adjectives modify (describe) by providing attributive information such as,
but not limited to, size, shape, color, quality, age, type, purpose, and origin. English adjectives
are open class and lexical class words. For example, the adjective bootylicious was first
attested in 1998. Bingeable did not appear in print until 2013. New adjectives are created every
day while old adjectives fall out of use.The internal structure that distinguishes adjectives from
other grammatical forms is degree of comparison.2.1.1 Degree of ComparisonComparison is a
morphological or syntactic feature in which inflection or modification indicates the relative
degree of a comparable adjective or adverb. Degree of comparison is the grammatical
category associated with comparison. Some grammars use the term "degrees of modification"
to describe comparison of adjectives and adverbs.The positive denotes a property. The positive
form is identical to the base form of an adjective. The comparative expresses a comparison
between two entities in quality, quantity, or degree. The superlative expresses the highest



degree of comparison. Only prototypical adjectives express degrees of comparison. A
comparable adjective (gradable adjective) is an adjective with comparative and superlative
forms.English has two parallel systems of comparison. The morphological system uses the
suffixes -er and -est, with some anomalous forms. The syntactic system uses the adverbs more
and most. Superlative forms typically occur with the determiner the as in she is a good
professor, she is a better professor, and she is the best professor.The affixation of the -er and -
est suffix in the comparative and superlative does not change the pronunciation of the base of
most adjectives.PositiveComparativeSuperlativebig [b&¢a]bigger [b&¢a%’y]biggest [b&¢a%—7EÖ lue [b
[blu%’y]bluest [blu%—7EÖ' ight [bra&§EÖ' ighter [bra&§BY'•Ö' ightest [bra&§BYst]clever [,†¶Â[v%’y]clev
[kl%·bY'’Yst]damp [dMV×�ÖF�×�W [dMV×�Y'•ÖF�×�W7@ [dMV×�Yst]green [grin]greener [grin%’y]g
[grin%—7EÖ†���y [,†Žg�•Ö†���–W [hæpi%’y]happiest [hæpi%—7EÖ¦öÆÇ• [,†B’%�Æ•Ö¦öÆÆ–W [d)"Qli%’y]jolliest
['’[d%’y]reddest ['’[d%—7E×v—6P [wa&§¥×v—6W [wa&§¢Y'•×v—6W7@ [wa&§¢Yst]For positive adjectives
final [�µÐ spelled with the grapheme <n> followed by a zeroed <g>, the <g> spells [g] between the
medial [�µÐ and -er or -est suffix. For example:PositiveComparativeSuperlativelong [l%AK]longer
[l%AKg%’y]longest [l%AKg%—7E×7G&öæp [str%AK]stronger [str%AKg%’y]strongest [str%AKg%—7E×•
[y(ÁKg%—7EÓ"ã�ã�ã� One-Syllable AdjectivesFor one-syllable adjectives spelled with two final
consonants, two vowels and a final consonant, or a penultimate vowel and final <y> (a digraph
that contains <y>), or <w>, affix the -er or -est suffix to the end of the adjective. For example:Po
sitiveComparativeSuperlativeboldbolderboldestcruelcruelercruelestgraygrayergrayestgreengree
nergreenesthighhigherhighestlowlowerlowestnewnewernewestproudprouderproudestrichricherri
chestsmallsmallersmallestFor one-syllable adjectives spelled with a single penultimate vowel
and final consonant, double the final consonant and affix the -er or -est suffix. For example:Posi
tiveComparativeSuperlativebigbiggerbiggestdrabdrabberdrabbestfabfabberfabbestflatflatterflatte
stgladgladdergladdesthothotterhottestmadmaddermaddestredredderreddestthinthinnerthinnest
wetwetterwettestFor one-syllable adjectives spelled with a penultimate consonant and final
replaceable <e>, replace the <e> with the -er or -est suffix. A replaceable <e> is a single, final,
non-syllabic <e>. For example:PositiveComparativeSuperlativebluebluerbluestcutecutercutestfie
rcefiercerfiercestfinefinerfinestlargelargerlargestlatelaterlatestpolitepoliterpolitestriperiperripest
widewiderwidestwisewiserwisest2.1.1.2 Two-Syllable AdjectivesFor one- or two-syllable
adjectives spelled with penultimate consonant and final <y> preceded by a consonant (the
grapheme <y> and not a digraph that contains <y>), change the <y> to an <i> and affix the -er
or -est suffix. For example:PositiveComparativeSuperlativeantsyantsierantsiestdizzydizzierdizzi
estdrydrierdriestfancyfancierfanciesthappyhappierhappiestjuicyjuicierjuiciestpricklypricklierprickl
iestscaryscarierscariesttinytiniertiniestwonkywonkierwonkiestFor two-syllable adjectives
spelled with a final <le>, replace the <e> with the -er or -est suffix. For example:PositiveCompar
ativeSuperlativebrittlebrittlerbrittlestfickleficklerficklestgentlegentlergentlesthumblehumblerhumb
lestidleidleridlestlittlelittlerlittlestnimblenimblernimblestpurplepurplerpurplestsimplesimplersimpl
eststalestalerstalestFor two-syllable adjectives spelled with a final <er>, affix the -er or -est
suffix. For example:PositiveComparativeSuperlativebitterbittererbitterestclevercleverercleverestd
apperdappererdapperesteagereagerereagerestlimberlimbererlimberestsilversilverersilverestsle
nderslendererslenderestsombersomberersomberesttendertenderertenderestMany adjectives
spelled with a final <le> or <er> are currently experiencing the process of linguistic change. In
all but the most prescriptive registers, both the -er/-est suffixes and the more/most adverbs
produce grammatically acceptable comparative and superlative forms. For
example:PositiveComparativeSuperlativebitterbitterer/more bitterbitterest/most
bittereagereagerer/more eagereagerest/most eagerdapperdapperer/more dapperdapperest/
most dappergentlegentler/more gentlegentlest/most gentlehumblehumbler/more



humblehumblest/most humblelimberlimberer/more limberlimberest/most limbertendertenderer/
more tendertenderest/most tenderRegister describes the ways in which a speaker or writer
uses language differently depending on circumstances such as context, purpose, occasion,
and audience. Some common registers include familiar, informal, and formal.2.1.1.3
Anomalous AdjectivesSome English adjectives have anomalous, or irregular, comparative and
superlative forms. For example:PositiveComparativeSuperlativebadworseworstfarfurtherfurthest
farfartherfarthestgoodbetterbestoldelder/oldereldest/oldestwellbetterbest2.1.1.4 Other
AdjectivesAll other adjectives follow the syntactic system of comparison to form the
comparative and superlative. Rather than inflection with the -er and -est suffixes, all other
English adjectives use periphrasis with the adverbs more and most to form the comparative
and superlative. Periphrasis is the use of separate words to express a grammatical relationship
that is otherwise expressed by inflection. For
example:PositiveComparativeSuperlativeadorablemore adorablemost adorablebiliousmore
biliousmost biliousegregiousmore egregiousmost egregiousfoolishmore foolishmost
foolishimportantmore importantmost importantjocularmore jocularmost jocularnefariousmore
nefariousmost nefariousoutgoingmore outgoingmost outgoingsomnolentmore somnolentmost
somnolentzealousmore zealousmost zealous2.1.1.5 Absolute AdjectivesNot all adjectives have
comparative and superlative forms. An absolute adjective (noncomparable adjective, non-
gradable adjective, uncomparable adjective) is an adjective without comparative and
superlative forms. Absolute means "not in relation to other things, not relative or comparative,
not qualified or diminished in any way." Absolute adjectives describe absolute states or
conditions, or non-variable qualities that are not subject to qualification or limitation. For
example, prescriptive rules disallow comparisons of adjectives such as awake, dead, and
pregnant. One is either awake or not awake. One is either dead or not dead. One is either
pregnant or not pregnant. Other examples of absolute adjectives include the following:absolutea
ncientasleepawakebasicbrilliantcertainchemicalcompletedeaddevoiddigitaldomesticemptyentire
essentialexhaustedfatalfinalimmortalimpossibleincrediblemeaningfulnuclearobviousperfectpregn
antpurespotlesssuperiorultimateuniqueuniversalHowever, English speakers do compare
absolute adjectives for semantic or pragmatic effect. For example, in Yu Yan is more pregnant
than Hadiya, the comparative more pregnant means that Yu Yan is further along in her
pregnancy than Hadiya. Only the most formal written registers proscribe the comparison of
absolute adjectives.2.1.2 Pro-adjectivesA proform is a function word that replaces another
word, phrase, clause, or sentence and whose meaning is recoverable from the linguistic or
extralinguistic context. (See CHAPTER 3: PRONOUNS.) A pro-adjective (Adj) is a word that
takes the place of an adjective or adjective phrase. For example: The cake is sweet, the
cookies less so.That was exciting but less so than I expected.The situation seems hopeless.
Yes, it seems so.I have always been introverted, but I am more so now than as a
child.Grandma's steps grew slower and heavier over the years but never more so than when
Grandpa died.I was not happy with him in regards to the agricultural boycott and even less so
with his Olympics boycott.The pro-adjective so replaces the adjectives sweet, exciting,
introverted, slower and heavier, and happy. The cake is sweet, the cookies less sweet.That was
exciting but less exciting than I expected.The situation seems hopeless. Yes, it seems
hopeless.I have always been introverted, but I am more introverted now than as a
child.Grandma's steps grew slower and heavier over the years but never slower and heavier
than when Grandpa died.I was not happy with him in regards to the agricultural boycott and
even less happy with his Olympics boycott.2.2 Adjective PhrasesNotional grammars define the
adjective phrase (AdjP) as a phrase headed by an adjective. Adjective phrases function



adjectivally. An adjective phrase consists of an adjective plus optional adverb phrases,
prepositional phrases, verb phrases, and noun clauses.2.2.1 AdjectiveThe most basic adjective
phrase consists of a single adjective. The adjective functions as the adjective phrase head
(AdjPH). An adjective phrase head is the nucleus of an adjective phrase, or the central and
most important element of the phrase.The tree diagram for an adjective phrase that consists of
a single adjective includes a branch connecting the word to Adj and another branch connecting
Adj to AdjP. For example:The branches between smart, smarter, and smartest and Adj indicate
the words are adjectives. The branches between Adj and AdjP indicate the adjective phrases
consist of the adjectives.2.2.2 Adverb Phrase-AdjectiveAn adjective phrase can also consist of
an adverb phrase and a single adjective (AdvP-Adj). At this juncture, the tree diagram for a
AdvP-Adj adjective phrase consists of a triangle connecting the adverb phrase to AdvP, a
branch connecting the adjective to Adj, and converging branches connecting AdvP and Adj to
AdjP. (See CHAPTER 4: ADVERB PHRASES.) For example:The triangle and branch from
more and delightful to AdvP and Adj indicate more is an adverb phrase and delightful is an
adjective. The converging branches from AdvP and Adj to AdjP indicate the adjective phrase
consists of the adverb phrase and adjective.2.2.3 Determiner-Adjective Phrase-NounAs words
that describe nouns, adjectives frequently appear within noun phrases. The most basic form
consists of a determiner, adjective phrase, and noun (Det-AdjP-N). The first branch connects
the determiner to Det. The second column of branches consists of a branch connecting the
adjective to Adj and another branch connecting Adj to AdjP. The third branch connects the
noun to N. The converging branches connect Det, AdjP, and N to NP. For example:The lowest
branches indicate the is a determiner, muscular is an adjective, and woman is a noun. The
branch between Adj and AdjP indicates the adjective phrase consists of the adjective muscular.
The converging branches from Det, AdjP, and N to NP indicate the noun phrase consists of the
determiner, adjective phrase, and noun. The determiner, adjective phrase, and noun are all
constituents of the noun phrase. The determiner the determines the noun woman but not the
adjective muscular. The adjective muscular modifies the noun woman but not the determiner
the.An AdjP-N noun phrase without an explicit determiner contains the zero article. For
example:The tree diagram can omit the zero article as long as the phrase lacks an adverb
phrase functioning as determiner phrase modifier. (See CHAPTER 6: DETERMINER PHRASE
MODIFIERS.) For example:This grammar always includes the zero article in a noun phrase
without an explicit determiner. The following are additional examples of tree diagrams of Det-
AdjP-N noun phrases:2.2.4 Determiner-Adjective-Null NounNoun phrases without an explicit
determiner contain the zero article. Superlative adjectives can occur in a noun phrase headed
by a null noun. A null noun refers to the absence of an overt noun. Null nouns are covert
category words. The Ø symbol represents the null noun in English. The tree diagram for a
determiner-adjective-null noun (Det-AdjP-Ø) phrase consists of branches connecting the
determiner (usually the) to Det, the adjective to Adj and AdjP, and Ø to N and converging
branches connecting Det, AdjP, and N to NP. For example:The first layer of branches identifies
the as a determiner, sweetest as an adjective that forms an adjective phrase, and Ø as a noun.
The converging branches from Det, AdjP, and N to NP indicate the noun phrase consists of the
determiner, adjective phrase, and null noun.Some grammars use the term adjective as noun
phrase head for Det-AdjP-Ø phrases. The adjective functions as the semantic head of the noun
phrase but not as the syntactic head. A semantic head is the word that expresses the primary
meaning of a phrase. A syntactic head (grammatical head) is the word that determines the
syntactic category of a phrase. The syntactic head and semantic head are identical in most
phrases. The head of a phrase is of the same word class as the phrase. An adjective heads an



adjective phrase. A noun heads a noun phrase. The null noun functions as the syntactic head
of a Det-AdjP-Ø phrase.The following are additional examples of tree diagrams of Det-AdjP-Ø
noun phrases:(See CHAPTER 4: ADVERB PHRASES and CHAPTER 7: NULL SUBJECT
NOUN PHRASES.)2.2.5 Cumulative AdjectivesMore than one adjective can also describe a
single noun. Cumulative adjectives are two or more consecutive adjectives in a single noun
phrase that co-equally modify the noun functioning as the noun phrase head. For example:The
lowest branches indicate juicy and red are adjectives and apples is a noun. The converging
branches indicate the noun phrase consists of two adjective phrases and a noun. Both
adjectives and the noun are constituents of the noun phrase. The adjectives juicy and red
modify the noun apple but not each other. The apples are juicy and red.The following are
additional examples of tree diagrams of noun phrases with cumulative adjectives:2.2.6 Other
Noun PhrasesCumulative adjectives can also occur in Det-N noun phrases. The determiner or
determiner phrase precedes the adjective phrase(s). For example:The lowest branches
indicate the is a determiner; sweet, juicy, and red are adjectives; and apples is a noun. The
determiner, all three adjectives, and the noun are constituents of the noun phrase. The
adjectives sweet, juicy, and red modify only the noun apple. The definite article the determines
only the noun apple.The following are additional examples of tree diagrams of more complex
noun phrases with determiners and multiple adjectives:2.3 Adjectives Versus
DeterminersSome grammars erroneously categorize determiners as either adjectives or
pronouns. But determiners are not adjectives. Notional grammars define adjectives as "words
that modify nouns." Most notional grammars neglect to analyze determiners as a separate
category. Adjectives describe attributes of nominal forms. Determiners provide non-attributive
information such as definiteness, familiarity, location, quantity, number, and possession about a
nominal form.Both adjectives and determiners appear within noun phrases as dependents of
the noun phrase head. For example, moist cake and the cake are both noun phrases. The
adjective moist describes the noun cake. The determiner the, specifically a definite article,
determines the noun cake by providing information about its definiteness. Both moist and the
appear directly before cake, but the adjective and determiner differ in grammatical form and
grammatical function.Degree of comparison distinguishes prototypical adjectives from other
grammatical forms, but determiners do not vary in internal structure. One can have a moist
cake, a moister cake, or the moistest cake because the adjective moist has comparative and
superlative forms. Determiners do not exhibit morphological change. One can say the cake but
not *the-er cake, *the-est cake, *more the cake, or *most the cake. Prototypical adjectives
express comparative and superlative forms in addition to the positive form. Individual
determiners are invariable in form.Unlike determiners which are always constituents of a
nominal phrase, adjectives can function as complements, specifically subject complements
and object complements. For example, the adjective blue in my house is bright blue functions
as the subject complement to provide additional attributive information about the subject my
house. Blue is the head of the adjective phrase bright blue and is not a constituent of a noun
phrase. Determiners cannot function as complements. *My house is the is grammatically
impossible.Determiners are a closed class, and adjectives are an open class. New words are
added rarely, if ever, to closed classes. English has a finite number of determiners. New
adjectives are added to the language frequently. For example, cromulent is a recent addition to
the category of English adjectives, first attested in 1996 in an episode of the animated sitcom
The Simpsons. In contrast, the third person possessive determiner their is a more recent
addition to the category of English determiners, entering the language from Old Norse around
the thirteenth century.To determine the syntactic category of a word, one must consider the



form, function, and syntax of a word in comparison to other words and phrases. Determiners
differ significantly from adjectives. Determiners are invariable in form; adjectives show three
degrees of comparison. Determiners are always constituents of a noun phrase; adjectives can
function as subject complements and object complements. Determiners are a closed class;
adjectives are an open class. Therefore, determiners are not adjectives.2.4 Chapter
SummaryNotional grammars define the adjective as a word that describes a noun. Adjectives
modify by providing attributive information such as, but not limited to, size, shape, color, quality,
age, type, purpose, and origin. English adjectives are open class and lexical class words. The
internal structure that distinguishes adjectives from other grammatical forms is degree of
comparison.Comparison is a morphological or syntactic feature in which inflection or
modification indicates the relative degree of a comparable adjective or adverb. Degree of
comparison is the grammatical category associated with comparison.The positive denotes a
property. The positive form is identical to the base form of an adjective. The comparative
expresses a comparison between two entities in quality, quantity, or degree. The superlative
expresses the highest degree of comparison.A comparable adjective is an adjective with
comparative and superlative forms. Deep and beautiful are comparable adjectives.Not all
adjectives have comparative and superlative forms. An absolute adjective is an adjective
without comparative and superlative forms. Ancient and pregnant are absolute adjectives.
English speakers do compare absolute adjectives for semantic or pragmatic effect.English has
two parallel systems of comparison. The morphological system uses the suffixes -er and -est,
with some anomalous forms. The syntactic system uses the adverbs more and most.Register
describes the ways in which a speaker or writer uses language differently depending on
circumstances such as context, purpose, occasion, and audience. Some common registers
include familiar, informal, and formal.A proform is a function word that replaces another word,
phrase, clause, or sentence and whose meaning is recoverable from the linguistic or
extralinguistic context. A pro-adjective is a word that takes the place of an adjective or adjective
phrase. So is a pro-adjective.Notional grammars define the adjective phrase as a phrase
headed by an adjective. Adjective phrases function adjectivally. An adjective phrase consists of
an adjective plus optional adverb phrases, prepositional phrases, verb phrases, and noun
clauses.Superlative adjectives can occur in a noun phrase headed by a null noun. A null noun
refers to the absence of an overt noun.A syntactic head is the word that determines the
syntactic category of a phrase. A semantic head is the word that expresses the primary
meaning of a phrase. The syntactic head and semantic head are identical in most phrases. The
head of a phrase is of the same word class as the phrase.Cumulative adjectives are two or
more consecutive adjectives in a single noun phrase that co-equally modify the noun
functioning as the noun phrase head. The adjectives juicy and red in the noun phrase juicy red
apples are cumulative adjectives.Both adjectives and determiners appear within noun phrases
as dependents of the noun phrase head. Adjectives are not determiners. Determiners are not
adjectives. Adjectives describe attributes of nominal forms. Determiners provide non-attributive
information such as definiteness, familiarity, location, quantity, number, and possession about a
nominal form.CHAPTER 3: PRONOUNSNotional grammars define the pronoun (Pron) as a
word that takes the place of a noun and other nominal form. English pronouns are closed class
and functional class words. Pronouns are proforms. New pronouns enter a language over
longer periods of time compared to open classes like nouns and adjectives.The internal
structures that distinguish pronouns from other grammatical forms are number, possession,
person, and gender. Not all pronouns express all four grammatical categories. Some pronouns
express only number. English pronouns are classified into five categories: personal pronouns,



indefinite pronouns, demonstrative pronouns, interrogative pronouns, and relative
pronouns.Proforms rely on endophora for meaning. Endophora refers to the relationships
among words with the same reference within a text (spoken or written). A pronoun relies on
another word, phrase, or clause for meaning. For example: (a) She brought her dog to the
park for a walk. She goes every day.(b) Li Na brought her dog Jack to the park for a walk. She
goes every day.In (a), to whom she and her refer is unclear. The pronoun and possessive
determiner lack an antecedent. In (b) she and her refer to Li Na. The antecedent of the
pronoun and possessive determiner is Li Na.An antecedent is a word, phrase, or clause whose
denotation gives meaning to a proform such as a pronoun. An antecedent precedes a proform.
The morpheme <ant> denotes "before." An antecedent comes before. A postcedent is also a
word, phrase, or clause whose denotation gives meaning to a proform such as a pronoun. A
postcedent follows a proform. The morpheme <post> denotes "after." A postcedent comes
after. For example:(c) Anthony arrived late because the restaurant gave him the wrong order.
(d) Because the restaurant gave him the wrong order, Anthony arrived late.In (c), the noun
Anthony is the antecedent of the pronoun him. The antecedent comes before the pronoun. In
(d), Anthony is the postcedent of him. The postcedent comes after the pronoun.Anaphora
refers to an antecedent-proform relationship. Cataphora refers to a postcedent-proform
relationship.3.1 Personal PronounsA personal pronoun is a pronoun that expresses a
distinction of grammatical person. (See CHAPTER 1: POSSESSIVE DETERMINERS.)
Personal pronouns also express number and gender. The personal pronouns in English are I,
me, mine, myself, we, us, ours, ourselves, you, yours, yourself, yourselves, he, him, his,
himself, she, her, hers, herself, it, its, itself, they, them, theirs, themself, and themselves. For
example:I love you.It broke hers.We gave him mine.They paid for themselves.We bought him a
sports car.He himself carved the roast beast.She ought to be ashamed of herself.You and him
are invited to the celebration.His brother and he said they might come too.Me and my sister are
visiting our mom this weekend.Personal pronouns are further subcategorized according to
grammatical case. Grammatical case is a grammatical category in which inflection indicates
the grammatical function performed by the inflected word. English makes case distinctions only
among some pronouns including personal pronouns.A subject pronoun expresses the
subjective case. The subjective case is a grammatical case that identifies the subject or subject
complement of a clause. The subject personal pronouns in English are I, we, you, he, she, it,
and they. For example:This is she.I love grammar.We study hard.They hardly study.She burned
the toast.It barks much too much!It causes me much sorrow.You might consider me a fool.She
and I live in our own little world.We know that they failed the final exam.English speakers
sometimes use subject pronouns in object functions such as prepositional complements. For
example: Please send it to he and I.Keep this between you and I.My mom dropped off a cake
for you and I.Last year Meridian planned a boating trip for he and her.Everyone except she and
Aunt Yael seemed to be paired with a male.Use of subject pronouns in object functions often
occurs as a result of hypercorrection. Hypercorrection refers to the overgeneralization of a
perceived prescriptive rule that results in a new proscribed usage. Speakers of less socially
prestigious Englishes might attempt to follow the prescriptive rule about using subject
pronouns as subject complements but overapply the rule and also use subject pronouns as
prepositional complements. An object pronoun expresses the objective case. The objective
case is a grammatical case that identifies an object of a phrase or clause. The object personal
pronouns in English are me, us, you, him, her, it, and them. For example: Asa loves her.Kamal
gave me it.I am thankful for him.Malik baked it for them.A spider bit me on my leg.The
company mailed it to you.Keep this between you and me.The committee chair wrote to us.The



teacher wants to talk to you and me.The woman who called yesterday morning asked for
her.Similar to subject pronouns in object functions, object pronouns can also function as
subject complements and subjects in all but the most formal written registers. For
example: This is us.Love is you and me.All I think about is him and her.Me and him went down
South to see my aunt.The woman who called yesterday morning was her.A possessive
pronoun expresses the possessive case (genitive case). The possessive case is a grammatical
case that expresses possession of or some other relationship. The possessive personal
pronouns in English are mine, ours, yours, his, hers, its, and theirs. Although similar in
meaning, possessive pronouns differ from possessive determiners in form and function.
Possessive determiners determine a noun phrase head; possessive pronouns function as the
noun phrase head. (See CHAPTER 1: POSSESSIVE DETERMINERS.) For example:The cat is
theirs.Theirs is faster than ours.The dogs are hers and his.Those kids are yours and mine.That
money is hers for the taking.This shopping cart is his, not mine.My mother gets along well with
yours.The house with the fading siding is theirs.We will eventually get what is rightfully
ours.Yours sideswiped mine and then crashed into theirs.A reflexive pronoun is a pronoun
whose antecedent has coreference with the subject of a clause. In other words, the antecedent
of the subject and reflexive pronoun are identical. The reflexive personal pronouns in English
are myself, ourselves, yourself, yourselves, himself, herself, itself, themself, and themselves.
Singular reflexive pronouns typically end in -self. Plural reflexive pronouns typically end in -
selves. Both themself and themselves are attested third person singular gender-neutral or non-
binary reflexive personal pronouns. For example:She dressed herself.Learn to control
yourself.He bought himself a present.That car is in a class by itself.He probably sent his to
himself.We can fix dinner for ourselves.Please make yourselves at home.They made their own
costume for the play themself.The children made holiday decorations by themselves.You need
to drive yourself to school today because I am spending the day by myself.An intensive
pronoun (disjunctive pronoun) is a pronoun that adds emphasis to an utterance. The intensive
personal pronouns in English are identical to the reflexive pronouns in form but function as
appositives rather than objects. Unlike with reflexive pronouns, removing an intensive pronoun
does not change the grammar or grammaticality of a construction. (See CHAPTER 6:
APPOSITIVES.) For example: I myself enjoy studying grammar.My friend themself built the
house.Did you yourself bake the cookies?The dog itself opened the treat bag.My aunt herself
cooked the entire dinner.The Grinch himself carved the roast beast.The mayor herself attended
the ceremony.The authors themselves approved of the cover art.I wanted to hear the professor
herself speak on the topic.The caterer made the sandwiches for the speakers
themselves.SubjectObjectPossessiveReflexive/IntensiveFirst
PersonSingularImeminemyselfPluralweusoursourselvesSecond
PersonSingularyouyouyoursyourselfPluralyourselvesThird PersonSingularhe, she, it, theyhim,
her, it, themhis, hers, its, theirshimself, herself, itself, themself,
themselvesPluraltheythemtheirsthemselvesAs with the gender-neutral or non-binary
possessive determiner their, some prescriptive grammars proscribe the use of the singular
they, them, theirs, themself, and themselves. The first attested use of singular they dates back
to 1375. English speakers can and do use all forms of they as gender-neutral or non-binary
singular personal pronouns.3.1.1 Other Personal PronounsOther personal pronouns are
attested in some Englishes. Formed through analogy based on the final <s> of the other
possessive pronouns (ours, yours, his, hers, theirs), mines is a variation of the first person
singular possessive pronoun. Hisself, ourself, theirself, and theirselves are also attested
reflexive forms, also formed through analogy based on the possessive determiner plus -self in



myself and herself (<My + Self -> myself>, <His + Self -> hisself>). Ourself is also the reflexive
form of the royal we, which is the use of the plural we instead of the singular I by an individual
as traditionally used by a sovereign in formal speech. Other reflexive forms include mysell,
mysen, yoursell, yoursen, thyself, thysen, hissell, hissen, hersell, hersen, usselves, oursells,
oursens, theirsells, and theirsens, among others. For example: That book is mines.He probably
sent his to hisself.We will limit ourself to the simplest of cases.Someone climbed Mount
Everest by theirself.Those who think so little of theirselves seldom find happiness.Prescriptive
grammars proscribe the use of forms considered nonstandard variations. However, speakers
do use variant forms in many Englishes. Although not socially equal, all pronoun variations are
linguistically equal.3.1.2 Second PersonWhy does English have only one second person
personal pronoun in the singular and plural? Unlike Modern English, Old English had three
distinct second person pronouns: singular, plural, and dual. The dual is grammatical number
that refers to precisely two referents acting as a single unit or in unison, showing a close
relationship between the two referents. Old English pronouns also exhibited case: nominative
(subject), accusative (direct object), dative (indirect object), and genitive (possessive).Old
EnglishNominativeAccusativeDativeGenitiveSingularþ�° [;‡RÐ] "thou"þec/þ�?á�þ�¶äGV�Á!it [j&§EÐ "y
two"incitincincerPlural��� [je-�Ð "you"�6ðwic�6ðw�6ðwerAs the language evolved into Middle English,
personal pronouns developed from the Old English pronouns (with the exception of the third
person they, which English borrowed from Old Norse). Inflectional simplification occurred, with
a gradual merging of the accusative and dative forms into a single objective case. The distinct
dual forms also disappeared, and reflexive pronouns developed.Middle
EnglishSubjectObjectPossessiveReflexiveSingularþou/þu/tu/þeou "thou"þe "thee"þin/þyn
"thine"þeself/þi selven "thyself"Plural!ÖR÷•e "ye"eow/[!ÕÖ÷Rò�ow/gu/you "you"youres "yours"!Æ÷P self/ou
selve "yourselves"After the Norman Conquest of England in 1066, Norman French, a
Romance language, greatly influenced English, a Germanic language. One linguistic feature
that Norman French brought to Middle English was the T-V distinction. Named after the Latin
pronouns tu and vos, the T-V distinction describes a contrast within a language between
various forms of address that distinguish varying levels of politeness, social distance, courtesy,
familiarity, age, or insult toward the addressee. Latin tu is the informal or familiar second person
pronoun (T form), and Latin vos is the formal second person pronoun (V form). T and V forms
are examples of honorifics, or forms that encode the relative social status of the participants of
the conversation. Use of familiar and formal forms varies.Influenced by the T-V distinction of
Norman French, Middle English developed familiar and formal second person pronouns. The
distinction between thou and ye/you began as one of number (singular versus plural) but
developed into one of social status (familiar versus formal). But then an unusual phenomenon
occurred: English lost the T form. Ye/you replaced thou in all contexts regardless of rank or
intimacy. The plural/formal forms of the second person pronouns replaced the singular/familiar
forms except among the Quakers, whose beliefs included plainness of speech such as
avoiding honorific titles and using familiar forms. (Quaker founder George Fox felt so strongly
about singular you that he wrote a 200-page book published in 1660 on the topic, arguing that
singular you violated grammatical rules and enforced unwanted social distinctions.)The
replacement of the subjective ye with the objective you likely occurred as a result of unstressed
vowels. Just as in the twenty-first century, English speakers during the late Middle and early
Modern English periods frequently pronounced both ye and you as the unstressed [j%•Òà Use of
you in a subject position is attested as early as the fourteenth century. Some writers continued
to carefully distinguish between the two forms while others made no distinction in the
nominative. William Shakespeare sometimes even used the two pronouns in the exact reverse,



with you as a subject and ye as an object. By the seventeenth century, you became the second
person personal pronoun in all forms, singular and plural, subject and object.Most languages
distinguish between the singular and plural of the second person personal pronouns with
distinct forms. That Modern English has only one second person personal pronoun is certainly
a linguistic oddity. Why did a language that once had singular, dual, and plural forms with four
grammatical cases each shift to a T-V distinction and eventually merge all the forms into a
single word? Were Medieval Englanders excessively polite? Though stories abound, linguists
may never arrive at a consensus.The biggest confusion that arises with one second person
pronoun is distinguishing the singular and the plural. Context often clarifies whether you refers
to one or many, but not always. Luckily, language changes, and various Englishes have
developed plural forms of you. Some of the most common forms that fill the role of plural
second person pronoun in many Englishes include the following:all of youyou ally'all/ya'llall
y'allall y'allsall of y'all/all o' y'allyou guysyou lotyouse/yous/youzyis/yizyou'uns/you-unsy'uns/
yuns/yunsyoonsyeyeesyeensyensy'insyins/yinztheethoutha3.2 Indefinite PronounsAn indefinite
pronoun (generic pronoun, impersonal pronoun) is a pronoun that refers to an unspecified
antecedent. Indefinite pronouns express number. The indefinite pronouns in English include -
one pronouns, -body pronouns, -thing pronouns, one, you, they, and it, among others. Indefinite
pronouns most commonly appear in impersonal constructions, or utterances that make general
statements without a specified grammatical agent. For example: All is lost.Nobody told
me.Neither told anybody.Everybody has plenty.One is what one eats.You are what you
eat.Everything is beautiful.Anyone can play guitar.Everyone drank a cup of coffee.He is looking
for somebody to love.One can never have enough socks.Both RSVPed, but neither showed
up.Someone needs to turn the volume down.Many want to succeed, but few are willing to
try.They say you should never discuss politics or religion.Singular -oneanyone, everyone, no
one1, one, someoneSingular -bodyanybody, everybody, nobody, somebodySingular -
thinganything, everything, nothing, somethingOther Singularanother, each, either, enough,
less, little, much, neither, other, plenty, thatPluralboth, few, fewer, many, others, severalSingular
or Pluralall, any, more, most, none, some, such, there, you, theyThe pronouns you and they are
either personal with a specific antecedent or indefinite with an unspecified antecedent
depending on context. When used indefinitely, you and they are commonly referred to as
impersonal pronouns. For example:Tamar, you can come with me. (personal pronoun)You
should always wash your hands after handling raw meat. (indefinite pronoun)My parents said
they were coming to the party. (personal pronoun)They say you are what you eat. (indefinite
pronouns)In the personal pronoun examples, you and they refer to specific antecedents
(Tamar, my parents). In the indefinite pronoun examples, you and they refer to unspecified
people collectively in general rather than specific individuals.The pronoun that is also definite
or indefinite depending on the context. For example: That's the way, uh-huh uh-huh, I like it.
(definite)Put that in your pipe and smoke it. (indefinite)3.2.1 PossessionAs a subcategory of
nouns, many indefinite pronouns express possession by attaching the possessive clitic (-'s) to
the end of the pronoun. (See CHAPTER 1: POSSESSION.) Only indefinite pronouns with
human or other animate antecedents typically express possession because possession is
generally limited to people and other living beings in English. Possessive indefinite pronouns
follow the same formation rules as nouns. For example:Non-
possessivePossessiveanyoneanyone'severyoneeveryone'sno oneno one'soneone'ssomeoneso
meone'sanybodyanybody'severybodyeverybody'snobodynobody'ssomebodysomebody'sFor
example:This is nobody's business.One should wash one's hands.Mr. Rogers was everybody's
neighbor.Someone's shoes are in the middle of the floor.What may now be meant by the word



is anyone's guess.1Grammatically the indefinite pronoun no one is further analyzable as a
noun phrase consisting of the negative article no and the pronoun one.This grammar analyzes
no one as an open compound. (See CHAPTER 6: PROPER NOUNS for more information
about compounds.)3.3 Dummy PronounsA dummy pronoun is a pronoun that performs a
grammatical function without providing explicit meaning. Dummy pronouns express number.
The dummy pronouns in English are it (dummy-it) and there (existential-there). Dummy-it and
existential there most frequently function as grammatical subjects of clauses but dummy-it can
also function as an object. Dummy-it typically occurs as the subject of certain verbs (weather,
time, distance), transitive light verbs, and cleft and pseudo-cleft sentences resulting from
extraposition. For example: It's raining.I hate it when it sleets.It sometimes hails when it rains.It
seems that Ayesha loves coffee.It is frustrating that my souffles always fall.There are ants in
the kitchen.There exist two major variants.There are two tenses in English.There is a package
on the porch.There are two sides to every story.
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